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Pitino’s Master Plan:
Entering Phase Two
After months of waiting, it has
finally arrived. Year two o f Rick
Pitino’s four year master plan is
already in motion. Despite the suc
cess of last years team, Pitino
refuses to revise his plan.
“ Last year we had a very for
tunate year but we’re still involved
in a building process. We have to
reach an even higher level of
recruiting in order to reach a talent
level which will make us a promi
nent power in the Big East.” ex
plained Pitino.
Pitino explained that last year,
Providence recruited players that
with some work would develop in
to solid college basketball players.
This year the emphasis has been
streamlined towards high skill level
seniors who will produce
immediately.
A successful continuation of this
recruiting process and Pitino’s
committment to the work ethic
promise to return Providence Col
lege to a position of national pro
minence by the end of the four year
plan.

The fdront court duties will fall
Year two should be more of the
heavily upon the shoulders of 6*7”
same for Pitino’s running and
senior forward Dave Kipfer and
pressing Friars who still lack a
6’9” center Steve Wright.
dominating front court, but can re
Kipfer ended the 1985-86 camly heavily on Senior Billy Donovan.
Donovan will be complemented by . paign as the teams second leading
scorer with a 9.8 points per game
newcomer Delray Brooks, the
average. He also averaged 4.0 re
junior transfer from Indiana.
bounds per game but he will have
“The incredible thing about Billy
to haul down more than that in
Donovan is that last year he was
order to be a dominant forward for
surrounded by very little talent,
PC. Kipfer is an extremely hard
and every team triple or double
worker who has been termed the
teamed him and he still came
blue collar Friar.
through. Delray will take the
Wright, a junior, ended the
pressure off him.” commented
1985-86 season as the team’s
Pitino.
leading rebounder. He was the
Integral to the running and
leading rebounder in 15 of the 31
pressing style that Pitino lives by is
games. Wright became much
the presence o f a defensive threat
tougher inside last year and ap
like Harold Starks. The loss of
peared to want the ball inside much
Starks and another defensive
more than in his freshman season.
stanout, Alan Roth, leave a big
Wright’s off-season weightlifting
question mark.
has added some bulk and he could
“ Alan Roth and Harold Starks
be one o f the more dominant
were our two best defensive players
centers in the Big East.
last year, I’m most concerned
Senior Ernie “ Pop” Lewis will
about losing them. I hope Delray
be
utilized at forward and guard
can become a Harold Starks who
Continued to page S-4
will score more.” explained Pitino.

Assistant Ed Jamiel keeping a vociferous Rick P itino within the
coach’s box.

Big East Preview
A Year of Transition
by Scott Corrigan
This is a year of transition in the
Big East. “ The Pearl” and “ The
Truth” have moved on to the NBA
and three teams are sporting rookie
head coaches. This transition
season may prove to be the most
balanced in the conference’s
history. The one factor which will
give certain teams an advantage on
the road to the conference title is
a legitimate center.
New head coach Paul Evans
takes over a Pittsburgh team load
ed with talent. Three starters
return, including 6’ 10” Charles
Smith. Smith is a legitimate threat
to capture both the conference
scoring and rebounding titles.
Guard Curtis Aiken will light up
the scoreboard from three point
range. With added scoring punch
from Demetreus Gore and Jerome
Lane, the Panthers should come
out on top in the conference this
season.
After losing Dwayne “ Pearl”
Washington, Rafael Addison and
Wendell Alexis Syracuse would ap
pear to be headed for a rebuilding
year. But with 6’1.0” Rony Seilealy leading the Orange they will give
Pittsburgh strong competition for
the conference title. Returnees
Howard Triche, Greg Monroe and
Sherman Douglas, along with a
superb freshman class, give coach
Jim Boeheim reason to expect a
successful season.
With the reinstatement of the
eligibility of 6’11” Marco Baldi St.
John’s will again be a force in the
Big East. The loss o f Walter “ The
Truth” Berry will certainly hurt but
returning starters Mark Jackson,
Willie Glass and Shelton Jones
should give coach Louie Carnesecca another 20 victory season.
Providence head coach Rick
Pitino worked wonders with the

Friars last season and his squad will
continue to improve this year. The
three point line will be effectively
utilized by returning point guard
Billy “The Kid” Donovan. Pop
Lewis can also score in bundles and
if Jacek Duda and Steve Wright
can hang tough against the more
talented centers in the'Ieague, the
Friars can pull off some startling
upsets. The addition of Indiana
transfer Delray Brooks in January
will also help.
Villanova doesn’t have a proven
center and the loss o f the versatile
Harold Pressley should bump
Villanova out o f the top 4 in the
conference. However, if Harold
Jensen can score as easily as he did
last season and Kenny Wilson can
stay under control while leading the
offense the Wildcats could surprise
a number of teams.
This season’s Georgetown
basketball squad is the weakest the
school has had since the inception
of the Big East. Reggie Williams is
the oply returning starter and the
Hoyas lack a legitimate post player.
This could be a long season for
head coach John Thompson.
Seton Hall returns four starters
and this fact alone will keep them
out of the cellar in the Big East.
Andre McCloud is gone and coach
P.J. Carlesimo will have a tough
time trying to gain, an overall
record over*500.
New head coach Jim Callioun
does not take over a talent laden
Connecticut team. It’s a toss up
between the Huskies and Boston
College as to who will place last in
the conference.
The nod for a cellar finish goes
to the Eagles of Boston College and
first year head coach Jim O’Brien.
Dana Barros will continue to excite
and O’Brien will be hoping that
Skip Barry can play as he did his
freshman season.

Sell out crowds have returned to the Providence Civic Center.

The Recruiting Game
by Sean P. Sweeney
“ We have three of the top ten
recruits in the nation making cam
pus visits this year.” explained
assistant men’s basketball coach
Stu Jackson in an interview last
Monday.
Jackson is in his second year as
an assistant under head coach Rick
Pitino and serves as the recruiting
coordinater for the Providence
basketball program. Through his
efforts and those of the rest of the
PC coaching staff, the recruiting
game is alive and well again on the
Providence campus.
The process of division one
basketball recruiting is a complex
and competitive one and according
to Jackson, it is three-fold.
“ There are three parts to the
process. First we have to identify
the prospects, then we contact the
player’s coach and see the prospect
play, then we must determine if the
player can play at this level.” ex
plained Jackson.
There are several avenues by
which a prospect can be identified.
Two such avenues are scouting
reports and word of mouth. The
third avenue comes about when
coaches are watching seniors play
and they discover freshman,
sophomores, or junior prospects.
The most difficult aspect of the
process, according to Jackson, is
determining if the player can play
at the level for which he is being

recruited. After watching the
player in game situations, the staff
must make this determination.
“ We base this judgement ,on a
number of factors. We look at
talent level and ability, we consider
a player’s personality, and we try
to determine if the student can
make it academically.” explained
Jackson.
Recruiting is strictly regulated by
the NCAA and coaches must be
fully aware of the rules and cons
tant rule changes.
“ It’s very tough to keep up with
the rules and coaches must rely on
the rulebook and their coleagues.
Our athletic director does an ex
cellent job of keeping us up on the
rule changes.” stated Jackson.
Jackson, along with assistant
coach Herb Sendek, spends most
of the summer and some of the ear
ly fall on the road. During the
period from June 15-July 31, and
from September 1-October 10,
Jackson’s duties are 100 percent
recruiting.
“ During those periods, I am
constantly on the road.” he
explained.
During the period from October
10-December 1, the NCAA re
quires recruiters to limit recruiting
to on campus activity.
“ We’re not allowed to leave
campus during this period. My
duties are about 30 percent
recruiting and 70 Dercent

coaching.” the assistant coach
explained.
The period from December
1-April is a very important one for
recruiters. During this period,
recruiters try to view up to ten of
each prospect’s high school games.
“ It’s about fifty fifty, coaching
and recruiting during this period.”
Jackson explained.
The NCAA prohibits coaches
from contacting high school
recruits before September 1 of the
recruit’s senior year. Jackson ex
plained that it is very important
that the head coach be present for
this initial meeting.
The most important time periods
for the recruiters are the signing
periods from November 12-19, and
from the second Wednesday in
April-May 15. During these two
periods, recruits can sign National
Letters o f Intent to attend the
school of their choice.
Convincing a recruit to sign one
of these letters is a difficult process.
“ It's like any selling process. We
have to identify interest. We then
must determine if PC can meet and
satisfy the interest. Finally, we
educate about PC and try to gain
a com m ittm ent.” explained
Jackson.
The selling process begins in the
sophomore year. Sophomores will
receive written correspondance
Continued to page S-6
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THE COACHES
nwm®
Named Providence College’s
ninth basketball coach in March of
1985, Rick Pitino is credited with
revitalizing the Friar basketball
program. In one year’s time, he has
changed the program’s perception,
earning it a respect which had been
missing since the school became a
charter member o f the BIG EAST
Conference back in 1979.
During his first year, Pitino’s
kamikaze kids were the “ Rocky”
story o f the BIG EAST Con
ference. As stated by Providence
Journal Bulletin columnist Bill
Reynolds, “ The Friars have
become the ultim ate over
achievers, playing defense as if they
were with Teddy Roosevelt heading
for San Juan Hill.”
Pitino and his assistants started
the season with the simple goal of
“ being one o f the hardest-working
teams in America,” a philosophy
which earned them their first post
season berth since the 1977-78
season. Work began in September
when Pitino had his team lifting
weights at 6:30 AM, working out

©®of(d

A native of Reading, Penn
sylvania, Stu Jackson is also in his
second season with Pitino and the
Friars. An assistant coach at
Washington State University for
three seasons, Stu Jackson is
Pitino’s recruiting coordinator.
Jackson, 30, was one of the
original “ Kamikaze Kids” when he
played for Coach Dick Harter at.
the University of Oregon in the late'
1970’s. As a player there, Stureceived three letters and played on
two teams that earned bids to the
National Invitational Tournament
(NIT). After suffering a knee in
jury that abbreviated his career,
Stu transfered to Seattle. There he
played the 1977-78 season running
his collegiate point total over 1,000
while earning a Bachelor o f Arts in
Business Administration.
Upon graduation, Stu went to
work as a marketing representative
for Intern atio n al Business
Machines Corporation (IBM) in
Los Angeles. In 1981, he began his
coaching career as an assistant at
Oregon and two years later joined
Washington State University as the
youngest assistant coach in the
Pac-10 Conference.
A graduate of Reading High

School in Reading, PA. where he
was an Academic All-America
selection, Jackson still ranks as the
20th all-time leading scorer in
Oregon basketball history.
Jackson, who is single, is a resi
dent o f Providence, Rhode Island.

A native o f Union City, New
Jersey, who begins his second
season with Rick Pitino and the
Friars, Gordon Chiesa left the head
coaching job at Manhattan College
in Riverdale, NY, where he had
been for the past four years to
become Pitino’s associate coach at
Providence College.
Chiesa, who took over the reigns
at Manhattan in 1981 after spen
ding five seasons at St. Thomas
Aquinas and two at Dartmouth as
an assistant, compiled an overall
collegiate record of 136 wins and
136 losses. Named the 1982-83
Coach o f the Year in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference,
Chiesa led Manhattan to their first
winning season in 8-years when his
injury riddled team finished the
year 15-13.
Chiesa, now 36, was an ac
complished point guard who
graduated from St. Michael’s High
in Union City, and later became a
starter for St. Gregory’s Junior
College in Shawnee, OK. and St.
Thomas Aquinas in Sparkill, NY.,
where he graduated from in 1973.
In 1974, he was named basket
ball coach and athletic director at
St. Thomas Aquinas and in five
seasons compiled a 93-68 record in
cluding three straight 20-win
seasons and participated in three
NAIA District 31 play-offs.
Chiesa, who is also the director
o f Pitino’s summer basketball
camp, and his wife Nancy, a pro
fessional artist, reside in East
Greenwich, Rhode Island.

and running. It continued
throughout the winter during dou
ble and triple practice sessions, and
paid off at the end as the Friars
received a bid to participate in the
1986 NIT.
“This was a team that paid its
dues in all those early morning
workouts, a team that has the c o l
lective hearts as big as the BIG
EAST TV co n tract,” said
Reynolds in the same article.
“ Maybe the best thing in sports is
watching a team play to the utmost
of its ability.”
Pitino, 33, has also paid his
dues. He is a former head coach at
Boston University, where he guid
ed the Terriers to both the NCAA
Tournament and the NIT. He com
piled an overall collegiate coaching
record of 91-51 in his five years at
BU and was twice named New
England College Coach o f the
Year.
“ PC was a deep secret in my
heart for a long time,” said Pitino
at the news conference announcing
his appointment over a year ago.
“ Twice before the job opened up,
I didn’t apply for it, but it was a
hidden secret that I wanted it.
When it opened again, and 1 was
contacted by Lou (Lamoriello), I
was very interested,” he said.
“ We were looking for someone
who could recruit, someone who
was the type of person we would
want to represent P C ,” said
athletic director Lou Lamoriello.
“ The first time I met Rick, I felt
that everything we were looking
for, I had found. I liked his en
thusiasm, his love of basketball,
and his knowledge of PC- the
strong belief that we had something
special here, and could be a major

A native o f Pittsburgh, Penn
sylvania, Herb Sendek begins his
second year at Providence College,
his first on a full-time basis. Sendek
served as the school’s graduate
assistant last season and was
selected as the successor to Bill
Donlon.
Sendek, who graduated number
one in his class at Carnegie Mellon
University’s School of Industrial
Management one year ago, ac
cumulated a 3.9 grade point
average on a 4.0 scale while earn
ing summa cum laude honors. In
addition, the Pittsburgh native
received a Carnegie Merit
Scholarship.
“ We’re all'very pleased to have

tactor in college basketball.”
“ Providence College goes back
many years in its tradition,” said
Pitino. “ It’s rich in tradition, and
rich because it’s in the BIG EAST.
But, we must remember that Pro
vidence was a major force in col
lege basketball before the BIG
EAST. It was one of the best names
in the country. Now, with the BIG
EAST being the premier con
ference in America, combine that
with PC’s tradition and I think you
have one of the best jobs in college
basketball,” he said.
Pitino completed his first season
as the Friars head mentor with an
overall record o f 17-14, the most
wins that the club has recorded
since Dave Gavitt’s 24-8 squad of
nine years ago. “ Whatever success
we had last season was due to hard
work,” reflected Pitino. “ We like
to play a pressure defense and run
with the ball. But we don’t want to
be out o f control. All that takes
practice.”
“ He has the players respect,”
Lamoriello explained. “ That’s a
big part of coaching. He not only
guides them on the court, but he
gives a lot o f attention to their
academics. Our players are all do
ing well in their studies.” Indeed,
as every member of the basketball
squad over the past four years has
earned a degree. As a matter of
fact, every student athlete in that
time has earned a degree.
Upon
graduation
from
Massachusetts in 1974, Pitino went
to the University of Hawaii as a
graduate assistant. In 1975, he
became a full-time aide and finishSee PITINO
Continued to page WS4

Herb Sendek move up to a full
time coaching position,” com
ments Friar coach Rick Pitino. “ I
haven’t seen anyone with as high
an energy level as Herb, and know
that he will do an outstanding job
in helping us recruit blue chip
players to Providence College.”
Sendek was class valedictorian of
Penn Hills’ high school in 1981
while compiling a perfect 4.0 grade
point average. In 1981, he was
selected as “ Junior Citizen o f the
Year” at Penn Hills and also serv
ed as captain o f his high school’s
basketball team which went 22-5
that year and were sectional cham
pions. As a senior, he was named
to the Pittsburgh Press All-Brain
Team as well as the Pittsburgh East
Suburban All-Star Team. -; ■
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THE PLAYERS
Abdul Shamsid-Deen 6-10,
Freshman: Comes to Providence
College from Tottenville High
School. Although only playing
organized ball for the past two
seasons, the Staten Island, New
York, native is considered a late
bloomer who has enormous poten
tial and who will develop into a
solid ball player over the next few
years. Quick, mobile and a good
shooter for a big man. A left hand
ed shooter who averaged 23 points,
14 rebounds and 6 blocked shots at
Tottenville.
Dave Kipfer 6-7 Senior: Returns
for his final year as the Blue Col
lar Friar. The Kichener, Ontario,
native recorded his best season last
year when he landed a starting spot
and literally worked himself into a
Big East athlete. A quiet but en
thusiastic and motivated player,
Dave works both ends o f the glass
very well. In 1985-86, he hauled
down 4.0 rebounds per game while
ending the year as the squad’s
number two scorer with a 9.8 per
game average. A very hard worker,
Dave will probably see most of his
time at the power forward
position.

Ernie Lewis 6-5 Senior: Joins
Kipfer as the other returning senior
forward on the 1986-87 squad. A
native of Germantown, Penn
sylvania, Ernie also comes off his
best season as a Friar. A sporatic
starter during the 1985-86 season,.
Ernie ended up with a 7.5 per game
scoring average and a 3.2 reboun
ding mark. He came on strong in
the squad’s last six games as he
scored double figures five times in
helping to propel the Friars into the
NIT. An invaluable member of the
squad, as either a starter or a sixth
man, Ernie possesses good jump
ing ability, a good outside shot,
and can play the up-tempo game.

transfer from Iowa who sat out the
1985- 86 season, Dave seems to
have overcome some serious back
problems and will hopefully be
ready for the 1986-87 season. A
native of Springfield, Illinois, Dave
played in 17 games and scored 12
points with 17 rebounds during his
freshman year at Iowa and 43
points and 44 rebounds during his
sophomore campaign. Selected
Iowa’s “ Most Dedicated Player”
during his second season, Dave has
undergone extensive therapy and
seems ready to contribute to the
198687 squad.

Bryan Benham 6-5, Sophomore:
Bryan returns for his second season
of varsity competition. Although
he saw limited action during the
1985-86 season, Bryan developed
his game and is expected to make
a strong bid to see playing time this
season. A very well-conditioned
athlete, Bryan works extremely
hard and will give the Friars some
depth at the forward position.

James Best 6-5, Sophomore:
Comes to Providence College via
McIntosh College and the Univer
sity of New Hampshire. A 1984
graduate o f Portsmouth High
School, he led his team to the New
Hampshire Class “ L” champion
ship. During his one season at New
Hampshire, he averaged 10.7
points per game and shot 49 per
cent from the Field. An outstanding
offensive threat, Jim will prove
valuable with his outside shot
which is effective from 3-point
range.

Marty Conlon 6-9, Freshman:
Signed with the Friars during the
“ early signing” period after being
highly recruited. A native of
Bronxville, New York, Marty is a
graduate of Arch Bishop Stepinac
High School where he averaged
22-points and 12-rebounds per
game. Although he needs to bulkup in order to play competitively at
the power forward spot, Marty has
the potential to become an impact
player. A sound, hardworking
player who does everything well.

Billy Donovan 5-11, Senior: Comes
off a truly outstanding season in
which he was named to the BIG
EAST Ail-Conference (3rd) team
and the school’s “ Male Athlete of
the Year.” Billy averaged 15.1
points per game last season and
scored at a 15.8 clip in BIG EAST
competition, leading the Friars in
scoring during the entire season. In
addition, Billy led the squad in
assists with 147 and was second on
the team in steals with 59. An ex
citing offensive player, Billy guid
ed the Friars offense and saw more
playing time than any member of
the squad. As a junior, he led the
Friars in scoring on 16 occasions
and twice hit game-winning,
buzzer-beating shots. Billy scored
in double figures on 25 occasions
and moved into the number 8 spot
on the school’s all-time assist list
with 303. Responsible for 31 per
cent o f the squad’s offense, Billy
was once named the “ BIG EAST
Player o f the Week” and four
times the league’s “ Player of the
Game ”

ly Donovan in the Friars backcourt
to start the season. An outstanding
long-range threat, Matt ended the
1985-86 season averaging 6.5 points
per game. One of the squad’s top
athletic performers, Matt will be a
key performer for the Friars this
season especially in light of the new
3-point shot. Scored in double
figures during Five of the Friars last
seven games last year, including an
18-point performance against
Boston University in the NIT.

The 1985-86 FLEET BASKETBALL CLASSIC
November 28-29 at the Providence Civic Center

Delray Brooks 6-4, Junior:
Transferred to Providence last
December after spending his
freshm an and part o f his
sophomore year at Indiana. Dur
ing his freshman season, Delray
started 12 games and played in 32
averaging 3.6 points per game. He
also ranked 4th on the team with
53 assists and third with 19 steals.
Last year, Delray averaged
13-minutes and 2.4 points per game
for Bobby Knight. A native of
Michigan City, Indiana, Delray
was named Co-Mr. Basketball in
Indiana during his senior year of
high school.In addittion, he was
named the 1984 “ High School
Player o f the Year” by USA To
day and made virtually every prep
All-America team. A two-time In
diana All-State selection, he led
Rogers High to a 28-1 record and
the number 1 ranking in the final
state poll while averaging 33.5
points in 1984. Fundamentally a
very sound ball player who will see
a great deal of time.

Carlton Screen 5-10, Fresh,man:
Comes to Providence College as
the leading scorer in the CHSCA
with a 24.5 per game average. The
Brooklyn, New York, native was
recently named along with Marty
Conlon to the league’s All-Star
team. Carlton is considered a very
smart player with good passing
ability. A member of the New York
Daily News and New York Post
All-Star teams, Carlton is expected
to play the point for the Friars even
though he was a two-guard at
Xaverian. The perfect back-up to
Billy Donovan, he’s able to run the
fast break, pressing style of the
Friai

Jacek Duda 6-10, Senior: Backedup Steve Wright last season for the
Friars but is expected to give the
junior a battle for the starting spot
this year. Lost approximately 30
pounds prior to the start of last
season and steadily improved as the
* PITINO
Continued
ed the 1975-76 campaign,as an in
terim head coach, posting a 3-3
overall record. Rick spent the nexl
two seasons at Syracuse Universi
ty as an assistant coach with much
of his time spent on recruiting as
well as Coaching.
After a very successful 5-year
stint with Boston University, Pitino
went on to spend two years as
Hubie Brown’s assistant with the
New York Knicks of the NBA. A
native of M anhattan’s East Side,
Rick starred at St. Dominic High
School at Oyster Bay before going
to the University of Massachusetts
where he became the basketball
captain of the Minutemen.
Pitino carries basketball through
the off season, lecturing.at some 30
camps, doing cljnics and running

year continued. Scored two enor
mous baskets in the final two
minutes of play to give PC its L3th
victory o f the season, a 74-67 win
over Connecticut. A native of
Poland and a resident of Central
Falls, RI, Duda’s only double digit
game occurred on December 18th
against Holy Cross when he had 13
points. He averaged almost 13
minutes per game this past season
and averaged 2.7 points per outing
and 2.9 rebounds. His rebounding
high of 9 came in the Friars final
game against Louisiana Tech

Steve Wright 6-9, Junior: Returns
as the Friars leading rebounder of
a year ago. Steve led the Friars re
bounding attack in 16 games and
ended the year averaging 7.4
boards per contest, good enough
for 8th place in regular season BIG
EAST competition. The Syracuse,
New York, native was also third on
the Friars scoring list averaging 9.3
points per game. During the
1985-86 season, Steve recorded 14
double-digit scoring outings, a
marked improvement over his 3
during the 1984-85 season. Twice
last year he had 15 rebound con
tests, his career high in that
category. Wright also led the squad
in blocked shots with a total of 63
(5th in the BIG EAST).
★ MASTER

Continued from page S-2
this season. He is an effective out
side shooter but needs to be con
sistent to be a factor. He will see
some time at two guard this season
according to Pitino.
Junior Matt Palazzi, senior
Jacek Duda, and sophomore Bryan
Benham will have more important
roles as each fights to crack the
starting five.
Four freshmen recruits, three of
them forwards could fill some of
the gaps left by Roth, Dick Pennefather, Donny Brown and
Starks. James Best, a 6’5”
sophomore transfer from McIn
tosh College and UNH, Marty
Conlon, a 6’9” potential power
forward, and 6’ 10’’ Abdul
Shamsid-Deen could be the foun
dation of an up and coming front
court. Finally, Carelton Screen, a
5’0” point guard will back up
Donovan.
With the introduction o f the
three point line in college basket
ball and a Big East which appears
to be wide open, Rick Pitino can
continue his magical ways and lift
the Friars up one more rung on the
ladder to nationl prominence.
his own basketball camp at Pro
vidence College. Rick and his wife,
Joanne, and their three children,
Michael,-7; Christopher, 6; and
Richard, 3, reside in East Green
wich, Rhode Island.
Pitino’s Collegiate Coaching
Record
197879—Boston University 17
Wins, 9 Losses
197980—Boston University 21
Wins, 9 Losses
198081—Boston University 13
Wins, 14 Losses
198182—Boston University 19
Wins, 9 Losses
198283—Boston University 21
Wins, 10 Losses
1985-86—Providence College 17
Wins, 14 Losses
Totals: 108 Wins, 65 Losses
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The Top Ten Rookies
Texas state AAAA titles. He
should back up Williams this year
and start next year.
The BIG EAST Conference had
5. Marcus Broadnax, 6-2 guard.
an overall bumper crop of
Fort Walton Beach, FLA.: St.
recruiting this year and while the
Johns. Broadnax averaged 40 ppg
Ewing’s, Mullin’s, Pinckney’s,
before suffering a broken leg ten
Pearl’s, and Berry’s are no longer
games into the season. Broadnax
among us, this year’s freshman
has great three-point range and
class is willing to take their places.
could be St. John’s “Top Gun.”
The real question is though, are
6. Rodney Taylor, 6-7 forward,
they talented enough to handle this
Columbia, SC.: Villanova. Taylor
task which seems oh so big in the
could contribute to the Wildcats of
BIG EAST.
fense immediately. He averaged
Georgetown has landed four of
25.6 ppg and many people in the
the top ten BIG EAST recruits
Philadelphia area compare him to
followed by V illanova and
Charles Barkley; big and strong yet
Syracuse with two and St. John’s
able to hit the short jumper.
and Seton Hall each with one.
7. Sam Jefferson, 6-10 forward,
1.
Dwayne Bryant, 6-3 guard.Oakton, VA.: Georgetown. Jeffer
New Orleans, LA.: Georgetown.
son averaged 15 ppg and should be
John Thompson will look to
a contributor by midseaon. He
Bryant to replace Michael Jackson
needs to bulk up and, then he could
at point guard. Bryant averaged
push Ron Highsmith for time at
15.9 ppg in high school and peak
power forward.
ed at the end of his high school
8. Mark Tillman, 6-2 guard,
season. U nder T hom pson’s
Washington, D.C.: Georgetown.
guidance he could become a
Tillman was voted Mr. Basketball
premiere point guard in the BIG
in the D.C. area. He averaged 22
EAST.
ppg and could challenge Perry
2. Derrich Coleman, 6-9 for
McDonald for the off-guard posi
ward, Detroit, MI.: Syracuse. Col
tion early on.
eman was a McDonald’s All9. Frantz Volcy, 6-8 forward,
American and could fill the shoes
South Orange, N.J.: Seton Hall.
o f Wendall Alexis. Coleman
Volcy will start at power forward,
averaged 23 ppg, and Boeheim
for the Pirates this season. He was
feels that he could contribute
rated among the top 75 high school
immediately.
stars as rated by the Sporting News
3. Steve Thompson, 6-3 guard,
and Basketball Weekly.
Los Angeles, CA.: Syracuse.
10. Barry Bekkedam, 6-10 for
Thompson averaged 34 ppg and is
ward, Radnor, PA.: Villanova.
a slashing, scoring off guard who
Bekkedam averaged 23.2 ppg in
will back up Greg Monroe.
high school and has the ability to
4. Anthony Allen, 6-7 forward,
play all three frontcourt positions.
Port Arthur, TX.: Georgetown.
Bekkedam will see quality time
Allen averaged 20 ppg in high
with this flexibility.
school and led his team to two
by Gene Mulvaney

1985-86 PROVIDENCE FRIARS
15-12 Overall, 7-9 BIG EAST
SAME
Billy Donovan
BIG EAST

G
27
16

FG FGA PCT
158 313 .497
102 208 .490

FT FTA PCT
91 117 .778
43 64 .750

REB
45
23

RPC
TT?
1.4

TP PPG
407 ITT
352 I jis

Steve Wright
BIG EAST

27
16

107 224
54 125

.473
. 432

43
24

60 .717
31 .774

192
]Q9

7.1
6 8

257
13"1

05
37

7 u
1 31

m

David Kipfer
BIG EAST

27
16
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57 Hi,

.511
.491

65
42

98 .663
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98
58

7. 9
3.6

257
156

9 5
9 is

lfi if,
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61 Roth
BIG EAST

27
16

76 164
47 103

.463
.456

91 107 .850
55 65 .846

150
91

5. 6
5.7

243
149

90
9>,

43
77

•> in
n j,,

Harold Starks
BIG EAST

23
12

32
43

.509
.-83

53
24

77 .683
76 . 667

77
37

3.7
3.1

217
110

9 4
9^2

-76

6
6

37

Don Broun
BIG EAST

25
14

90 200 . 450
42 104 .404

19
II

30 . 633
16 . 688

45
25

1 3
1.8

199 a n
95 6 ’s

49
26

«
4

■«
17
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2
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16

7
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2.9

107 6.7
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18
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Dick Pennefather

9
3

6
9

Bryan Benhas
big east
total

BIG EAST
OPPONENTS
BIG EAST

Dwayne Bryant

. 481

69 170 . 406
39 93 . 419

Matt Palazzi
BIG EAST
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Charting the Big East
Predicted Finish

1985-86 Record

1. PITTSBURGH

Overall: 15-14.
League: 6- 1 1/6th.

Starters Lost
Paul Evans
Overall?254- no.

Keith Armstrong, C (5.3 Dpg. 3.8 rpg
56.3 FG%); Joey David. G 14.6 ppg
3.6 apg).

Starters Returning

Top Newcomers

Evans should sleer Pitt from the jeers

Harold Pressley. F ( 16.8 ppg. 10.1 rpg, Harold Jensen, G. 6-4/Sr. ( 11.8 ppg).
2.2 bpg, 2.2 spg); Dwight Wilbur, G Mark Plansky, F, 6-7/Jr. (7.5 ppg); Tom Greis, C. 7-2/Fr.; Eric
Leslie, G. 6-3/Fr.; Rodney
(7.1 ppg).
Doug West. F, 6-6/So. (10.2 ppg).
Taylor. F, 6-6/Fr.

Pressley's departure could be rela
tively insignificant— or shove Cats
into second division.
despite return of Marco BakJLBer^-s
successor in the middle.

2. VILLANOVA

Overall: 23-14.
Rollie Massimino
League: 10-6/4th. 251-151. 13 years.
Overall: 285-167.

3. ST. JOHN’S

Overall: 31-5.
League: 14-2/T1st

Lou Carnesecca
402-136. 18 years.
Overall: 402-136.

Walter Berry. F-C (23 ppg. 11.1 rpg, Willie Glass. F. 6-5/Sr. (13.3 ppg):
2.1 bpg, 59.8 FG% ); Ron Rowan. G Mark Jackson, G, 6-2/Sr. (11.3 ppg. Marcus Broadnax, G, 6- 1/Fr.;
Elander Lewis. G. 6-2/Fr.
(14.2 ppg, 4.4 apg).
9.1 apg); Shelton Jones. F, 6-8/Jr.

4. GEORGETOWN

Overall: 24-8.
John Thompson
League: 11-5/3rd. 321-115. 14 years.
Overall: 321-115.

5.SYRACUSE

Overall: 26-6.
Jim Boeheim
League: 14-2/T1st 230-77, 10 years
Overall: 230-77.

Horace Broadnax, G: Ralph Dalton. C; Reggie Williams, G-F, 6-7/Sr. (17.6 Anthony Allen. F. 6-7/Fr.;
Michael Jackson, G (10.5 ppg, 6.3 ppg, 8.2 rpg).
Dwayne Bryant, G, 6-3/Fr.;
apg); David Wingate. F (15.9 ppg).
Sam Jeflerson. F, 6- 10/Fr.;
Ratael Addison. G-F (15 ppg); Wen
dell Alexis. F (15.2 ppg, 7.4 rpg); Rony Seikaly, C, 6-10/Jr. (10.1 ppg. Derrick Coleman, F, 6-9/Fr.Dwayne Washington, G (17.3 ppg, 7.8 7.8 rpg, 3 bpg); Howard Triche. F, 6- Keith Hughes, F. 6-7/Fr.;
5/Sr. (7.4 ppg. 4 rpg).
Steve Thompson, G, 6-4/Fr.
apg).

6. PROVIDENCE

Overall: 17-14.
League: 7-9/5th.

Rick Pitino
17-14. 1 year.
Overall: 108-65.

Al Roth, F (8 ppg, 5.3 rpg, 84.9 FT% )- Billy Donovan, G, 5-10/Sr. (15.1 ppg): James Best, G, 6-4/So.
Harold Starks. G (9.3 ppg, 3.5 apg, 3.2 Dave Kipfer. F, 6-7/Sr. (9.8 ppg); (transfer/New Hampshire);
spg).
Delray Brooks, G-F, 6-4/Jr.
Steve Wright. C, 6-9/Jr. (9.2 ppg).

7. SETON HALL

Overall: 14-18.
P.J. Carlesimo
League: 3 -13/T8th. 39-78, 4 years.
Overall: 118-182.

Andre McCloud. F (15.6 ppg).

8. BOSTON COLLEGE

Overall: 13-15.
League: 4- 12/7th.

Jim O’Brien
1st year at BC.
Overall: 67-51.

9, CONNECTICUT

Overall: 12-16.
League: 3-13/T8th.

Jim Calhoun

Roger McCready, F (18.1 ppg. 5.5 Dana Barros, G, 5-10/So. (13.7 ppg);
Heath, C. 6-10/So.
rpg); Dominic Pressley. G (12.2 ppg Skip Barry, F, 6-7/Jr. (4.9 ppg); Troy John
(Oklahoma City, JC); Reggie
3.4 rpg, 1.9 spg).
Bowers. C, 6-8/Sr. (10.3 ppg).
Pruitt. F. 6-7/Fr.
Tim Coles, G (13.1 ppg, 9.3 rpg); Earl Gerry Bessellnk, C, 6-9/Sr. (4.4 ppg,
Tate
George,
G, 6-4/Fr.;
Kelley, G (19.6 ppg); Eddie Williams. F 4.9 rpg); Phil Gamble, G, 6-4/So. Steve Pikiell, G,
6-3/Fr.;
(10.1 ppg).
(10.6 ppg. 3.9 rpg).
James Spradling, F, 6-7/Fr.

Reggie Williams. Georgetown.

Overall: 250-137°

Denick Coleman. S^^cuse.

Comment

Curtis Aiken. G. 6-0/Sr. (13.1 pp©'); Rod Brookin. G-F. 6-S/F/.;
Demetreus Gore. F. 6-5/Jr. ( 16! 1 sieve Maslek. F-C. 6-9/Fr.
ppg); C. Smith. C, 6-9/Jr. (15.9 ppg).

John's. CENTER— Charles Smith. Pittsburgh.'

Mark Bryant. F-C, 6-9/Jr.; Gerald Michael Cooper, F, 6-5/Fr.;
Greene. G, 6-0/So.; James Major. G. Nick Katsikis, F, 6- 6/Fr.;
6-0/Jr.; Martin Salley, F, 6-4/Jr.
Frant2 Volcy, C, 6-9/Fr.

J ^ S o n '^ St
l'OHe8e. Mart; Jackson, S t

Versatile Williams can’t do it all him
self. How long will it take prize frosh
class to adopt go-for-jugular style?
Boeheim will be red-faced and Or
ange loyalists blue if Coleman and
Thompson don't make an impact
Unsung Billy (The Kid) Donovan is
main man for the Friars and should
capitalize on new three-point fieldFormer Big East whipping boy may be
about to flex some muscle in this
dog-eat-dog league.
Hurtin’ for certain. Underrated Barros
Is long on talent, but short on subA long-term contract will help Cal
houn cope with a disastrous first year

PROJECTEO TOURNAMENT TEAMS: NCAA-Pittsburgh, Vlllanova, St. John's.
Georgetown, Syracuse. NIT— Providence. Seton Hall.

5

6
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PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
1986-87 MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
NOVEMBER

2
6
9
11
20
22
27
29

8:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM

RUSSIAN NATIONAL TEAM
FLEET Basketball Classic *
FLEET Basketball Classic *

9 Sunday
28 Friday
29 Saturday

Tuesday
Saturday..
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Saturday
Monday

at Holy Cross College
University of Rhode Island
Brown University
Siena College
Rider College
Howard University
University of Maine
Hofstra

7:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
2:00
8:00

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

at Pittsburgh
Syracuse [ESPN]
at Villanova
Connecticut
Boston College
at Miami
at Connecticut
Georgetown [ESPN]
St. John's
(Alumni Homecoming)

8:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM
2:00 PM
TBA
.8:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM

JANUARY
3
5
10
14
17
20
24
28
31

Saturday
Monday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Tuesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday

FEBRUARY
3
7
14
17
19
25
28

at Boston College [ESPN]
(Garden)
Pittsburgh
(Parent's Weekend)
at St. John's
Seton Hall
at Syracuse
at Seton Hall [ESPN]
(MSG)
at Georgetown

Tuesday
Saturday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Saturday

7:00
2:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
7:00
2:00

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

MARCH
2
5
6
7
8

7:30 PM
8:00 PM

V i 11anova [ESPN]
BIG EAST
Basketball
Championship
at Madison Square Garden

Monday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sundav

1:30 PM
2:30 PM

* FLEET Basketball Classic Pairings:
11/28 at 7:00 PM - Xavier of Ohio vs Tulsa
.9:00 PM - American University vs Providence College.
11/29 at 7:00 PM - Consolation game; 9:00 PM - Championship game.
Revised:

8/5/86

1985-86 PROVIDENCE RESULTS
15-12 Overall, 7-9 B ig East
[option
Rich
Nort
Brow
Rhod
Main
Holy Cross
Howa rd
Arkansas-LR

e

97-47
64-7083-68
107-80
78-71
94-62
109-78
93-84
104-80

Palestra, Philadelphia

» Xavier
ST. J OHN’S
@ GEORGETOWN
Notre Dame
V LLLANOVA
(3 PITTSBURGH
0 BOSTON COLLEGE
@ SYRACUSE
p VILLANOVA

73-8590-95-0T
79-1107.2-7877-78-20T
70-7176-75 OT
73-9568-80-

GEORGETOWN
BOSTON COLLEGE
@ ST. JOHN'S
@ SETON HALL
SYRACUSE
PITTSBURGH
@ CONNECTICUT
SETON HALL
CONNECTICUT

54-6992-83
61-8567-66
75-7676-67
74-67
97-82
69-62

Billy D onovan will run the PC offense this season.
* RECRUIT

Continued from page S2
twice a month and the prospect’s
coach will be contacted on a montly basis. The recruiters will also
watch the recruit play but no ver
bal contact can be made.
During the junior year, the Pro
vidence staff will continue to write
the individual and contact the
coach. Also, the recruiters will con
tinue to scout the recruit in game
situations.
“We go all out senior year.” ex
plained Jackson. The campus visit
is the most important aspect of the
senior year recruiting.
The NCAA limits the campus
visit to 48 hours. During the visit
to Providence College, a recruit is
introduced to the basketball pro
gram as well as the academic and
social aspects of the school.
“The problem with recruiting at
PC has never been an academic
one. As far as that goes, we are se
cond to none and we give excellent
individual attention. The problem

was that prior to last year, PC
wasn’t winning and as a result was
not getting the TV coverage. Kids
want to go to the schools that they
are seeing on TV.” stated Coach
Jackson.
Since last season, the recruiting
emphasis has changed. Because
Coach Pitino was named so late,
from a recruiting standpoint. Pro
vidence tried to recruit every player
in the nation. PC had to do this
because there had been no contact
established prior to the recruit’s
senior year.
“ This year we have streamlined
our recruiting to the top 20 or 21
players in the country.” explained
Jackson.
With the arrival of Coach Pitino
and his staff last season, came a re
juvenated and winning basketball
program and the recruiters are
beginning to reap the benifits of
this program. Once again, Pro
vidence College is becoming a na
tional recruiting power.

SELECTED BIG EAST PICKS
Big East.
Calhoun will rescue this problem
by Gene Mulvaney
Big question is at center3.Syracuse-Can
Sherman
but not the year,
whichever big man emerges will
Douglas replace the Pearl?
l.P ittsburgh-A bundance of
2.St. John’s- has the most ex
to the top. All teams have
by Sean Sweeney
4.
Villanova-Harold Jensen surge
is
talents Paul Evans ’ Conference ti
perience to replace Walter Berry
quality
perimeter players,
ready.
tle and top 5 nationally.
and Carnesecca is the coach to do
1.Pittsburgh-Aiken, Gore, Lane,
5.
Providence-You gotta believe.
by Scott Corrigan
2.St. John’s-Sure they lost
Smith and Coach Paul Evans are
6.St. John’s-Sorry, Louie, Ber
Walter Berry, but Willie Glass,
1.Pittsburgh- one of these year’s
the ingredients of a winner.
rys are out of season.
1.Pittsburgh-After a disappoin
Shelton Jones, and Little Louie will
this team will win the Big East...a
2.St. John’s-Sweet Lou still has
7.Seton Hall-Will pull some
ting 1985-86 campaign, the Pan
not fall down and die.
new coach and agreat new
Mark Jackson and Willie Glass.
upsets.
thers should prove their mettle this
3.
Georgetown-Young team ex 3.Syracuse-Three big losses
talent???
8.
Boston College-Burros is the
season.
cept Reggie W illiams. John
3.Villanova- a talent laden team
make top spot impossible. Seikaly
only reason they’re not No. 9.
2.Syracuse-Lost the “ Pearl” but
Thompson will have them matur
that could finish on top but lack of
is a shot blocker and Derrick Col
9.
Connecticut-No big timeSeikaly has gained international ex
ing quickly.
speed could slow them down.
eman will be.
players or recruits.
perience. Won’t lose in the Dome.
4.
Providence-If you thought last 4.
Providence-Pitino has his best 4.Syracuse- frosh Derrick Col
3.St. John’s-Season saved by the
year was a shock, wait until this
eman could lead this team far but
by Gerry Alaimo
back-Billy Donovan. Donovan will
reinstatement of Marco Baldi’s
year when they win the big one at
not far enough.
have a field day with the 3 point
eligibility. Mark Jackson will have
the buzzer.
5.
Providence- we could go 1.Syracuse- if the big guy is for
shot.
to shoot more than pass in ’86-7.
5.Syracuse-The most overrated
5.
Villanova-Jensen and Wilsonhigher but my heart can not in
real-questionable defense.
4.
Providence-Coach Pitino
team in the country. How can you
fluence this decision.
are very, very tough, but loss of
2.St. John’s- Jackson and Glass
knows how to get the most out of
make up for the loss o f Pearl, Ad
6.
Georgetown- Thompson is abut the Italian Stallion will show
Pressley could mean loss of con
his players. Delray Brooks
dison and Alexis. You can’t.
great coach but inexperience
’em up.
tinuity and leadership.
headlines
a bunch of strong
6.V illanova-L ost
H arold
6.
Georgetown-Big John hasabounds in D.C.
3.
Georgetown- “ Reggie.Reggie”
newcomers.
Pressley but still return a lot of
7.Seton Hall- great talent...but
-But who in the middle? outstan
talent in Williams but youth is
5.
Villanova-Rollie’s Cats finally
talent and Coach Massimino will
they
had
talent
last
year,
they
need
ding man pressure defense.
youth.
drop out of the top 4 in the
have them primed come tourney
7.
UConn-Calhoun can turn this
4.
Villanova- cohesive defenseconference.
8.
Boston College- your typicallingering memories
program into a winner but not in
6.
Georgetown-Weakest Hoya
7.Seton Hall-The Pirates will
Boston team (not including the
5.
Providence- Dark Horse squad
if
one year.
in Big East history.
finally get to watch the Big East
Celtics).
front court has big improvement8.Seton Hall-Mark Bryant can’t
7.Seton Hall-Pirates still can’t
qualifying round from seats off the
9.
Connecticutthis
is
a
soccer
will miss Stark’s defense.
carry all the weight.
compete with the best in the
school not Big East basketball,
9.Boston College-O’Brien can’t
6.
Pitt- Chipman wasn’t that bad
conference.
8. Boston College-Had a poor
by Tom archer
a coach
get anymore out of Barros than
8.Connecticut-Not much talent
year last year and did not gain
7.Seton
Halltoo
many
cooks
Williams did, and that wasn’t
for first year head coach Jim
anything to bring hope for this
spoil the broth
1.Pittsburgh- Under Evans, how
Clahoun.
season.
8.
UConn- How do ya get m 9 Boston College-Only bright
can Pitt not succeed?
9.
Connecticut-UConn has hit
down on the farm?
2.Georgetown- Inexperienced,
spot is the exciting Dana Barros.
rock bottom. New Coach lira
but the physically toughest team in
9.
BC- A sane coach with an inby Pat Nero
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85-86 BIGEAST STATICS
REBOUNDING
* 1.Pressley, Vill
2.Berry, SJ
3.Seikaly, Syr
4.Williams, Geo
Coles, Conn
6.Smith, Pitt
7.Alexis, Syr
8.S.Wright, PC
9.Dalton, Geo
.10.Bryant, SH
11.Glass, SJ
12.Addison, Syr
13.Plansky, Vill
14.Roth, PC
15.McCloud, SH
16.McCready, BC
17.Jones, SJ
18.Bowers, BC
19.Besselink, Conn
20.Gamble, Conn
Gore, Pitt
2 2 ;Walker, SH
23.Armstrong, Pitt

G
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
14
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
16
16
16
16
16

CUM ULATIVE TEAM STATISTICS

REB
174
168
143
142
142
126
115
109
108
91
99
98
95
91
89
88
87
81
78
68
68
66
65

RPG
10.9
10.5
8.9
8.9
8.9
7.9
7.2
6.8
6.8
6.5
6.2
6.1
5.9
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.4
5.4
4.9
4.3
4.3
4. i
4.1

SCORING
G
FG
1 .Berry,.SJ
16
141
2.Williams, Geo
16 119
3.Washington, Syr
16 107
4.Gore, Pitt
16 115
5.McCloud, SH
16 102
6.McCready, BC
16
78
7.Wingate, Geo
16 102
8.Donovan, PC
16 102
9.Pressley, Vill
16
90
10.Addison, Syr
16 103
Alexis, Syr
16
95
12.Glass, SJ
16
93
Rowan, SJ
16 101
Smith, Pitt
16
86
lS.Barros', BC
16
90
i6.Jensen, Vill
16
87
17.Coles, Conn
16
80
18.
Bryant,14SH 69
19.
Pressley,
15 BC73
20.Aiken, Pitt
16
88
2 1 .M.Jackson, Geo
16
64
22.Jackson, SJ
16
62
23.Gamble, Conn
16
73
24.Seikaly, Syr
16
67
25.West, Vill
16
62

FT
77
61
80
52
69
102
50
48
70
36
52
48
32
62
44
44
56
48
49
18
49
53
29
36
39

PTS
PPG
359 22.4
299
18.7
294 .18.4
282
17.6
273
17.1
258 16.1
254
15.9
252
15.8
250 15.6
242
15.1
242
15.1
234
14.6
234
14.6
234
14.6
224
14.0
218
13.6
216 13.5
186 13.3
195
13.0
194
12.1
177 11.1
177
11.1
175
10.9
170
10.6
163
10.2

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE
BIG EAST
1 -Washington, Syr
2.Gore, Pitt3.Berry, SJ
4.Glass, SJ
5.Rowan, SJ
6.Williams, Geo
7.Alexis, Syr
8.Smith, Pitt
9.Jensen, Vill
10.Coles, Conn
11.Aiken, Piet
12.Wingate, Geo
13.Addison, Syr
14.Donovan, PC
15.Pressley, Vill
(Minimum 5 made

G
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
per

FGM-FGA
107-194
115-209
141-257

PCT
.552
.550
.549

101-189
119-224
95-180
86-164
87-167
80-155
88-173
102-202
103-206

.534

BosLon Coil
Connecticut
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
Providence
St. John's
Seton Hail
Syracuse
Vil lariova

FG%
.435 (8)
.429 (9)
.512 (4)
.514 (3)
.451 (6)
.523 (1)
.439 (7)
.522 (2)
.460 (5)

FGDef%
.486 (7)
.483 (5)
.434 (2)
.477 (4)
1526 (9)
.468 (3)
.495 (8)
.432 (1)
.485 (6)

FT%
RebMargi n
-739 (2) -2.2 (7)
.672 (9)
2.2 (6)
■699 (6)
5.5 (I)
-681 (8) -J.5 (6)
.734 (3) -5.2 (9)
■754 (1)
3.1 (3)
.688 (7) -4.0 (8)
•706 (5)
3.7 (2)
•730 (4) -1.3 (5)

FREE THROW PERCENTAGE
BIG EAST
G
FTM-FTA
1 -Jensen, Vill
16
44-51
2.Roth, PC
16
55-65
3.M.Jackson, Geo
16
49-59
4.McCloud, SH
16
69-85
5.Alexis, Syr
16
52-65
6.Gore, Pi tt
16
52-65
7.Walker, SH
16
46-58
8.Jack s o n , SJ
16
53-67
9.McCready , BC
16 102-129*
lO.Washingt'on, Syr 16
80-102
1 1 .Pressley , BC
15
49-63
12.Barros, BC
16
44-57
13.Wilson, 1Vill
16
58-76
14.D o n ovan, PC
16
48-64
15.Wingate, Geo
16
50-67
2.5 macie per game)

OffPPG
6 8 .4 (7 )
64.1 (9 )
7 8 .5 ( I )
7.1.6 (5 )
7 4 .9 (4 )
76. <•) (3 )
6 8 .4 (7 )
77 .4 (2 )
71 .2 (6 )

DefPPG
7 5 .3 (7 )
69.1 (2 )
6 9 .2 14')
7 2 .8 «>)
7 9 .0 (9 )
69 .1 (2 )
7 8 .3 (8 )
6 6 .3 (1 )
7 0 .9 (5 )

.791
.791
.784
.772
.763
.750
.746

* 1.Jackson', SJ
. 2.Washington, Syr
3.M.Jackson, Geo
4.Greene, SH
5.Addison, Syr
6.Donovan, PC
7.David, Pitt
8.Rowan, SJ
9.Wilson, Vill
10.Aiken, Pitt
11 -Barros, BC
12.Pressley, Vill
13.Starks, PC

Steal s
37
40
36
35
29

G
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
12

Assts
150
115
95
8779
75
71
68
62
■ 55
53
49
36

G
16
16
16
16
16

1)

APG
9.4
7.2
5.9
5.4
4.9
4.7
4.4
4.3
3.9
3.4
3.3
3.1
3.0

Blocks
52
48
40
33
32

AVG
3.3
3.0
2.5
2.1
2.0

1986 FRESHMAN STATISTICAL LEADERS

SCORING
G

FG'

1.
2.

B a r r o s16
, BC 90
Gam ble,
16 Conn
• 73

3.

West, 16
Vill 62
W ils o n16
, V■ill
44
M o rto n16
, SH 43

4.
5.

ASSISTS
FT
44
29
39
58
46

PTS
224
175
163
146
132

FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE
f.
' A , Ar
1. lllAr>t* \l -i 1 !■ West, 1Vill
16
62-135
2.
Morton,16SH 43-94
3.Barros, BC
16
90-203
4.Wilson, Vill
16
44-108
5.Robinson, Conn
16
41-104
(Minimum 2.5 made per game)

I..
.459
.458
.443
.407
.394

REBOUNDING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

G

REB

Gam ble,
16 Conn 68
W alk er,
16 SH
66
L ane, 16
P itt
58
R o b in so
16n , Com55
B a rro.16
s , BC
51 .

RPG
4.3
4.1
3.6
3.4
3.2

' PPG
14.0
10.9
10.2
9.2
8.3

G

1 .Greene, SH
2.Wilson, Vill
3.Barros, BC
4.Douglas,, Syr
5.Gamble, Conn

16
16
16
13
16

A
87
62
53
30
34

APG
5.4
3.9
3.3
2.3
2.1

STEALS
1 -Barros, BC
2.WiJ s o n , Vill
3.Morton, SH
4.Greene, SH
5.Smj th. Geo

G
16
16
16
16
14

S AVG
28
22
1 4
21
1.3
18
11 o.’ s

BLOCKS
G

B

AVG

1 . W a lk e r, SH
ib
!4 O '
2.
Edwar ds, Geo 16
3.
L an e, Pi i t
16

90-193
game)

G
12
16
16
16
16

(

0.3 (4)

BLOCKS
1.Pressley, Vill
2.Seikaly, Syr
".Smith, Pitt
4-Berry, SJ
5.S.Wright, PC

STEALS
1.Starks, PC
2.Pressley, Vill
3 .Washington, Syr
4.Jackson, SJ
5.Donovan, PC

1 1. 1

ASSISTS

PCT
.846
.831
.812
.800
.800

ScorMar
-6.9 (8)
-5.0 (7)
9.3 (2)
-1-2 (5)
-4.1 (6)
7-8 (3)
-9.9 (9)

AVG
2.5
2.3
2.2
1.9

Rick Pitino's enthusiasm sometimes gets the better of him.

11
8 0 .5
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by Pat Nero
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EAST

Men’s Hockey: Young but Strong

jury late last season and was forc
ed to hang up his pads.
After somewhat of a disappoin
The Friars have three quality
ting season last year, the 1986:87
goaltending candidates who should
Providence College skating Friars
contribute this season. Junior Ed
are getting ready to recapture the
Walsh returns as the lone goalie
Hockey East title and return to
with collegiate experience. He gain
Detroit, the site o f this year’s Final
ed a great deal of experience last
Four. Detroit was good to this
season playing in some tough situa
team two years ago as they reach
tions, including four o f the Friars
ed the National Championship
five overtime games. Matt Merten,
game before finally bowing to RP1,
one
of two freshman goaltending
2-1. It was the Friars second trip to
candidates,
joins the Friars follow
the final four in three years.
ing an excellent season with the
If head coach Mike Mcshane is
S tratford Culitons where he
to have any success this season he
backboned the team to the Ontario
will have to do it with an extreme
Championship. Mark Romaine,
ly young team. McShane lost
another freshmen, rounds out the
11 players from last year’s
goaltending prospects. Romaine
squad and will skate as many as 11
led his Thayer Academy Tigers to
freshmen in any one game this
the New England Division I Prep
year.
School
C ham pionship. His
“ We knew that we were going to
goaltending style is similar to Ter
lose a lot from last year’s team so
reri’s as he relies on his reflexes and
we went out recruiting knowing we
is extremely quick.
had to bring in quite a few guys.
On defense Providence, should
Unlike basketball most hockey kids
be solid with four returning players
make their decisions early so as
along with four freshmen com
soon as I was hired we had to get
peting for six slots. Junior Shawn
on the move,” said McShane.
Whitham is the top returning
“ We are really excited about the
player to the blueline. He has pro
coming season, this is the first year
ven to be one o f the better
of our recruits. At this time last
defenseman in the league and in the
year, we really did not know the
nation. Sophomore Jim Hughes
players at all. We have a fine group
came into his own last season. By
of experienced players returning
logging as much ice time as anyone,
coupled with a great freshman class
he gained valuable experience.
and we’re looking forward to the
Perry Florio, also a sophomore, is
season a h e a d ,”
continued
' a defenseman who possesses ex
McShane.
cellent
offensive skills. Rounding
Because the team is young, a
out the returning blueliners is
slow start may be iminent but as
senior Mike Flanagan. He is the
the season goes on this team could
biggest (6’5, 220 lbs.) and most ex
pull together and be tough down
perienced defenseman on the
the stretch.
roster.
The position where the Friars
Included among the freshmen is
will be most lacking experience is
in the nets. Gone are two-time All. Jeff Serowik, one o f the most
sought after defenseman in the na-.
American Chris Terreri, who
tion
last year. He possesses good
graduated to the NHL and junior
size, strength and great speed. The
Larry Crosby who sustained an in
Friars also recruited three other

defenders: Joe DiGiacomo, Steve
Higgins and Mike Murphy. All
three are big and should contribute
as they gain experience.
At center ice the leading returnee
is Gord Cruickshank. Cruickshank
was last years top scorer. His 34
goals last season set a PC record.
He will center PC’s first line and
should continue to be a major of
fensive threat. Senior Andy Calcione is the only other center retur
ning with a lot o f actual game ex
perience. The battle for the other
two openings should come down to
three freshmen:'- Andy Mattice,
Paul Saundercook and John
Ahern.
At the wings, PC returns four
veterans who should see a lot of ac
tion. They are led by Captain Terry
Sullivan. Sullivan is a strong
checker who is tough in the cor
ners. He will be joined by classmate
Lance Nelson and sophomores
Luke Vitale and John Ferguson.
The newcomers to the wings
shows where the Friars had a great,
recruiting year. Tom Fitzgerald was
the top recruit last spring. A first
round NHL draft pick in June (NY
Islanders), Fitzgerald passed up the
pros to attend Providence. He
posseses all the qualities of a great
wing: scoring ability, strength and
speed. Five other freshmen will
play key roles on the wings. Todd
Whittemore and Rick Bennet will
skate at left wing on the top two
lines. Dave Guden will also skate
on one o f the top lines, probably
opposite W hittem ore. Bruce
Beliemore and Ken Sweezey will
also vie for spots at right wing.
With the group o f quality retur
ning players along with an excellent
freshmen class, the rebuilding pro
cess looks as though it is going to
be successful. The tradition o f ex
cellence in Friar hockey is evident
and the future looks bright.

198.6-87 M E N 1S HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent

O ct.
19
25
29

Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday

LOWELL
at Northeastern
NORTHEASTERN
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday
Friday
Tuesday
Sunday

at New Hampshire
at Maine
at Maine
at Boston College
BOSTON COLLEGE
at Boston University
BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Friday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday

at
at
at
at
at

Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday
Friday
Friday
Saturday

COLORADO COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
NORTH DAKOTA
WISCONSIN
NORTHEASTERN
at Northeastern
MAINE
MAINE

Wednesday
Saturday
Thursday
Sunday
Wednesday
Saturday

NEW HAMPSHIRE
at New Hampshire
at Boston University
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
at Lowell
LOWELL

Tuesday
Friday
Sunday
Monday

BOSTON COLLEGE
at Boston College
HOCKEY EAST semi-finals
HOCKEY EAST Championship

No v .
1
8
18
25
Dec.
5
6
10
27
28

Michigan Tech
Northern Michigan
Lowell
Minnesota
Minnesota-Duluth

Jan.
3
4
16
17
21
24
30
.31
Feb.
4
7
12
15
18
2L
>lar
3
6
15
16
2/8'6

B.U. Favored in H.E.

The PC hockey team hopes to be repeating this scene often this season.

Boston University has emerged
as the strong pre-season choice of
the seven HOCKEY EAST coaches
as the league prepares for its third
season o f play. The Terriers, last
year’s playoff champions, were the
choice o f five coaches to finish
first. Coaches could not vote for
their own team in the balloting.
Two-time regular season champ,
Boston College, has been tabbed as
the team most likely to finish
second.
The Terriers, who have 21 lettermen returning from last year’s
playoff championship roster, enjoy
a 10-point bulge over the field in
the coaches’ voting. The rest of the
picks are much closer. Five points
separate Providence from Boston
College, and Maine from Pro
vidence. Northeastern trails Maine
by four points, Lowell is five points
behind Northeastern and New
Hampshire is just two points shy of
Lowell.
Coached by Jack Parker, the

1985-86 league Coach of the Year,
the Terriers return their goalten
ding and defense virtually intact,
including the high-scoring line of
John Cullen (Puslinch, Ont.) Clark
Donatelli (N. Providence.Rl) and
Ed Lowney (Revere, MA). Cullen
(20-39-59) and Donatelli (22-29-51)
ranked second and third in league
scoring last season. Lowney
(15-17-32) was among the top 15.
Also returning is sophomore for
ward Scott Young (Clinton, MA),
a co-recipient of the league Rookie
of the Year honor and a first-round
pick in the NHL’s summer draft.
New England Sports Network
(NESN), and TV 38 (WSBK) will
combine to bring HOCKEY EAST
fans a total of 35 regular season
games and five playoff games this
season. The TV season begins Oc
tober 19, with the league opener,
featuring Lowell at Providence. All
seven league teams will be on TV
in the month of October.
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Seniors

Terry Sullivan.

Captain, T ern Sullivan

Andy Calcione.

Andy Calcione

A native o f Bloomington, Min
nesota, Terry Sullivan will captain
this years squad. The third of three
Sullivan bothers to play hockey for
the Friars, he will play at wing on
one of the teams top line this year.
“ Terry is a natural leader who
works to his full capacity. He is ex
cellent in the corners and possesses
an explosive shot from the right
side,” said Coach McShane

A native o f Johnston, R.I. An
dy Calcione return's for his final
year as a member o f the Friar
hockey team. He skated in 24 con
tests last season and scored goals
against B.U., U.N.H. and Lowell.
The smallest guy on the team (5’5,
195 lbs.) he is one o f its hardest
workers.
“Andy may be the best passer on
the team. He came on strong late
last year and should lock down one
of the starting center positions,”
said McShane.

N o. 19 Mike Flanagan.

Mike Flanagan

Lance Nelson

A
native
of
Acton,
Massachusetts, Mike Flanagan
returns as the lone senior
defenseman. A 1983 graduate of
Acton-Boxboro Regional High
School, Flanagan was drafted by
the Edmonton Oilers in the third
round in 1983.
“ His previtfus experience, coupl
ed with a great deal of improve
ment, should make Michael a con
tributor to our defense this
season,” commented McShane.

Lance Nelson.

9

A native o f Duluth, Minnesota,
Lance Nelson wiii look to end his
PC career on a high note. Nelson
skated in 29 contests a year ago and
had the tying goal against Wiscon
sin, to send the contest into
overtime.
“ Lance spent most of the sum
mer working on his overall speed.
He is a steady player who is tough
in the corners,” commented coach
McShane.

10
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Juniors

Gordie Cruickshank
A native o f Mississauga, Ontario, Gord Cruickshank
returns for his junior year as the teams leading scorer.
Cruickshank set a PC record for most goals in a season
with 34 last year. He also contributed 18 assists for 42
points. He led the team in power play goals with nine and
in game winning goals with five.
Cruickshank was named to the 2nd team o f the 1986
All-Hockey East squad. He was selected in the ninth
round of the 1985 NHL draft by the Boston Bruins.
“ An added 10 pounds of strength should help Gordie
to be even more durable this season. He is the Most
natural scorer in Hockey East,” said coach McShane.

Shawn Whitham

Ed Walsh

A native of Verdun, Quebec, Shawn Whitham returns
to PC for his junior year as the teams leading defenseman.
As a sophomore last season, Whitham logged more ice
time than any of his teammates last season. He had 11
goals and 13 assists for 24 points. Not afraid to mix it
up a little, he led the team in penalty minutes with 89.
. His freshman year he was named to the Hockey East
All-Rookie team. He is a 1984 graduate o f Verdun
Catholic High School.
“Shawn is a tough and durable defenseman with good
offensive skills. He will be counted on to be the leader
of our defense defese this season,” commented McShane.

A native of Warwick, Rhode Island, Ed Walsh returns
for., his junior year ready to take over the goaltending
duties left open with the departure o f Chris Terreri. A
1984 graduate of Bishop Hendricken High School, he was
selected All-City and All Division teams for two con
secutive years and the All-League squad as a senior.
He recorded wins over Maine, Colorado, New Hamp
shire and Michigan Tech. He was also in net for an over
time win against number one ranked Denver.
“ Ed is a great competitor with natural athletic ability.
He played a key role last season and should see plenty
of action between the pipes,” said McShane.

Sophomores

Luke Utale

A native of Willowdale, Ontario, Luke Vitale will be
playing at left wing for one of the Friars top lines this
year. He is a 1985 graduate o f Father Henry Carr Secon
dary School. Last season for the Friars Vitale had nine
goals and seven assist's for 16 points.
“ Luke is a good goal scorer and has good sense around
the net. He will be more o f an offensive threat this year,”
said McShane.

Perry Florio

A native o f Long Island, New York, Perry Florio
returns as one of the teams top defenseman this winter.
Florio skated in all 39 contests a year ago and had four
goals and five assists for nine points. Had one o f only
three Friar shorthanded goals last season.
“ Perry has excellent offensive skills. He passes and
shoots the puck as well as any defenseman in Hockey
East,” said McShane.

John Butterworth

A native of Newton, Massachusetts, John Butterworth
returns for his sophomore season. Butterworth saw ac
tion at center last year and as the season goes on should
earn more playing time. He is not a big player (5’8, 155
lbs.) but has speed that allows him to beat his opponent
down ice.
He will probably center the Friars fourth line, but will
have to earn it because of an abundance o f talent at this
spot.

Jim Hughes

A native o f Hicksville, New York, Jim Hughes is
another sophomore who saw a lot of ice time last season.
He was named ‘PC Freshman Athlete of the Year’ by
the COWL for his play last year. He had three goals and
19 assists his freshman year.
“ Jim will play a key role in the success of our program
this year. A strong, agressive player, he will be on the
ice in all critical situations,” said McShane.

Tom Lyons

A native of Winnepeg, Manitoba, John Ferguson will
be fighting for a spot at left wing for the Friars this
season. He played his pre-collegiate hockey for the Win
nipeg South Blues in the M anitoba Jr. Hockey League.
“ John is an excellent conditioned athlete. If he picks
up a step on his speed, he could be a factor on the left
side,” commented coach McShane.

A native of Newton, Massachusetta, sophomore Tom
Lyons will be fighting for a spot at left wing this season.
He saw action in seven Friar contests last year, he work
ed hard in pie-season to make the team as a walk-on
player. He handles the puck well and has good hockey
sense.
“ Tom is a very consistent skater who could play at
either forward or defense this season,” said McSahne.
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Freshmen

Tom Fitzgerald

David Guden

A native o f Billerica, Massachusetts,
Tom comes to Providence as last springs
top recruit. A graduate o f A ustin Prep in
R eading, M ass., he led his team to the
league cham pion ship and th e state
schoolboy title last season.
Fitzgerald was chosen 1986 ‘Player o f the
Year’ by both the BOSTON GLOBE and
LOWELL SU N , he was also named to the
BOSTON HE R A LD all-scholastic team.
This past summer Fitzgerald played for
Team East in the National Sports Festival.
“ Tom ’s work ethic and style o f play will
fit right into our system. H e is an exciting
player who gives 120 percent at all tim es,”
said C oach M cShane o f Fitzgerald.

Joe DiG iacom o
A native o f Cranston, R .I., Joe
DiGiacom o will see tim e o n the
blueline for the Friars this winter.
H e comes to PC from Kent School
in Connecticut. A t Kent he was
named All-Prep N ew England and
the best defenseman on the team.
He played three years at LaSalle
A cadem y in Providence before
transferring to Kent.
DiGiacamo participated o n team
N ew England at the Junior Olym
pic Tournament last spring. In 1984
he was a member o f the Edgewood
Youth H ockey Team that won the
national midget championship.
“ Joe has good hockey sense and
should contribute in all ways to our
defense,” said McShane.

J e ff Seriwik
A native o f Rye, N ew Ham p
shire, J e ff Serowik will see im 
mediate action at the Friar blueline
th is se a so n . A gra d u a te o f
Lawrence A cadem y in Groton,
M ass., Serowik helped his team to
a 25-8 record last season. He played
two years o f hockey and was
selected to the All-League team
both seasons.
“ J e f f w ill ad d stren g th ,
quickness and a great shot to our
defense,” com m ented McShane.

Rick Bennett

A native o f W atertown, Massachusetts,
David Guden will see action at wing for the
Friars this winter. A quick skater with good
size (6’1 180 lb s.), Guden played his high
school hockey at Roxbury Latin.
Guden was at the center o f a contoversial N C AA ruling during the summer which
forced him to miss the entire preseason
training program. The N C A A had ruled
Guden ineligible because they felt he was
lacking a high school science credit. He had
taken an advance class in the eight grade
which his high school accepted. After many
hours o f sweating Guden was informed o f
his eligibilty last week.

Steve Higgins
A
n a tiv e
of
B ille ric a ,
M assachusetts, Steve Hiiggins will
be another freshman who will see
a lot o f action on the Friars defense
this season. Higgins is a graduate
o f A ustin Prep H igh School in
Reading, Mass. Last season he was
an all star pick to the Catholic Cen
tral League team.
He is a stong skater who moves
the puck well. He has good hands
and passes the puck well coming
out o f his ow n zone. He give the
already big defensive corps more
size, Higgins stands at 6 ’3 and
weighs 200 lbs.
“ W ith hard work and dedica
tion, Steve could play a key role in
our defense this sea so n,” said
McShane.

Todd Whittemore
A
n a tiv e
of
T a u n to n ,
M assachusetts, Todd Whittemore
is another freshman who will get a
shot on one o f this years top lines.
A graduate o f the Kent School, he
served as team captain last year. He
was a tw o tim e pick to the Old Col
ony League all star team.
“ Todd is an excellent checker
and skater. H e works very hard at
all tim es and should cause a lot o f
confusion for opponents,” said
McShane.

A native o f Springfield, M assachusetts,
Rick Bennet will skate on the Friars top line
this winter. A graduate o f Wilbraham
Academ y, he was named his teams most
valuable player last season. H e was the
Division II leading scorer and was named
to the All-W estern M assachusetts all star
squad. A t 6’4 , 200 lbs Bennet is a big strong
skater who is extremely coordinated for his
size.H e has great hands and is a great
passer. He could play at either wing or
defense before this season is over.
“ A talented athlete with great size and
strength. Rick should play a key role in all
situations this season,” said McShane.

A ndy Mattice
A native o f Huntsville, Ontario,
Andy M attice will play at wing on
one o f the Friars top lines this
season. A 1984 graduate o f Hunt
sville High School, M attice played
for the Orillia Trailways in the On
tario Junior A league the past two
seasons. He netted 37 goals last
season and added 48 assists to lead
the team in scoring with 85 points.
Mattice served as team captain and
was named to the 1st team all-star
squad. His team won the league
championship in both 1985 and
1986.
Andy is a clever stickhandler
with an explosive shot. He should
play o n one o f our top lines this
season,” commented McShane.

John Ahern
A
n a tiv e
of
M elro se,
Massachusetts, John Ahern will be
looking to get some ice tim e at the
center position this season. A
graduate o f A von Old Farms
School in Connecticut, Ahern is the
third leading point scorer in that
schools history. He was named
Prep School “ Offensive Player o f
the Year” in 1986.
“ John is a player with quick
m oves. He often creates good scor
ing opportunities,” said McShane.

M att Merten
A native o f Uxbridge, Massachusetts,
Matt Merten will see a lot o f action between
the pipes for Providence this season.
Merten played for the Stratford Culitons
in the Ontario Jr. B league. He posted a
personal record o f 40-3-1. His team won
the All-Ontario cham pionship while spor
ting the lowest goals against average in the
league.
Merten graduated from M t. Saint
Charles A cadem y in W oonsocket, R .I. in
1985. He was selected to the Rhode Island
A ll-State team as a senior and was named
to the W O O N SO C K ET C A LL A llScholastic squad. .
“ Matt has the ability to become a top
notch collegiate goaltender,” commented
McShane.

Paul Saundercook
A native o f Toronto, Ontario,
Paul Saundercook will be vying for
playing time at left wing this
w inter. Sau nd ercook , a 1986
graduate o f Runnymede Collegiate
School, played his hockey for the
Henry Carr Crusaders in Toronto.
His team won the Junior B Tour
nament in Detroit and the Pepsi In
vitational in Toronto in 1986. He
served as team captain and was
named to several all-tournament
teams. Saundercook is one o f seven
freshman going for a spot at center
or left wing.
“ Paul has excellent hockey sense
and makes the right plays. He
could play on one o f our top four
lines this season,” commented
IMcShane.

Bruce Bellemore
A native o f Providence, Bruce
Bellemore will be fighting for a
spot at wing this winter. A 1986
graduate o f Bishop Hendricken
High School, he played three years
o f hockey for the Hawks. He serv
ed as team captain last season, in
which his team went to the State
finals before bowing to National
Champion M t. Saint Charles.
“ Bruce is a steady player who
will add depth to the right wing
position,” said McShane.

Mark Romaine
A
na tiv e
of
Sh aron ,
Massachusetts, Mark Romaine is
the third g o a lie that coach
M cShane will carry this year. A
1986 graduate o f Thayer Academy
in Braintree, M ass., he led the
Thayer hockey Tigers to a 25-3
record last year and the champion
ship title o f the New England PrepPrivate Schools. He was selected to
the all-league team as a senior.
Romaine will remind a lot o f
fans o f Chris Terreri as they both
possess a similar style between the
pipes. He is a quick, fiashie goalie
and relies a great deal on his
reflexes.
“ Mark is a hard working goalie.

Ken Sweezey
A
n a tiv e
o f A b in g to n ,
Massachusetts, Ken Sweezey will be
looking to see some ice time at right
wing this winter. Sweezey was one
o f eigh t w ings recru ited by
M cShane this past spring and will
have to battle five veterans as well
if he is t o see much playing tim e.
Sweezey is small(5’9, 150 lbs)
and quick. H e could break into the
lineup at anytim e.
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THE COACHES
Head Coach Mike McShane
The providence College Hockey
team is under the direction of Mike
McShane who begins his second
year at the helm of the skating
Friars and his seventh year overall
as a collegiate head coach.
In his first year with the PC pro
gram, McShane reached a coaching
milestone. The Friars defeated the
University of Denver, at the time
the number one team in the nation,
6-5 in overtime to give Coach
McShane his 100th win as a head
coach. His overall record, going in
to this season, stands at 107-89-7
for a .544 winning percentage.
Hard work, boundless enthusiasm
and skillful manipulation of talent
have been the cornerstones of
McShane coached programs. He is
also an aggressive recruiter and, as
evidenced by this year’s freshman
class, a very successful recruiter as
well.
McShane, 38, had served as head
coach at St. Lawrence University in
Canton, New York for five seasons
prior to coming to Providence. In
1980, he inherited a team tha thad
posted the worst record in the na
tion. In three years, McShane turn
ed the St.Lawrence program
around and led the Saints to the
NCAA championship tournament.
In five seasons at St.Lawrence,
McShane compiled an overall

record of 96-65-6 and four con
secutive play-off appearances.
Coach McShane is no stranger to
success. He was a stand-out player
himself on good teams at the
University o f New Hampshire. A
native o f W akefield, M A.,
McShane attended Wakefield High
School and Tabor Academy then
enrolled at UNH. A three year
player for the Wildcats, he served
as assistant captain in his senior
year and was selected to the New
England All-Star team. He current
ly stands among the top 20 scorers
in UNH hockey history with 139
career points. He received a
Bachelor of Science degree from
New Hampshire in 1971.
Following his graduation,
McShane served on the coaching
staff at Exeter Academy for one
year. He tlien went on to become
head coach at New Hampton prep
school where he built one of the top
prep programs in the country. He
compiled a 122-25-2 record during
his six year tenure at New Hamp
ton. A fter New Ham pton,
McShane was appointed assistant
coach at Dartmouth in 1978 and
was partly responsible for the
team’s resurgance as the Big Green
emerged as an eastern power. Dart
mouth went to the NCAA Final
Four in both 1979 and 1980 and

finished third in the nation for two
consecutive years. He left Dart
mouth in 1980 to begin his head
coaching career.
McShane has served on the staff
o f several hockey schools over the
years. He directed the Atlanta
Flames Hockey School in Atlanta,
Georgia in the late 1970’s and, in
1985, was one of four head coaches
at the National Sports Festival in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. He is a
member o f the American Hochey
Coaches Association and served on
the clinic committee during the
1986 NCAA hockey championship
in Providence.
McShane coached-teams have a
reputation
for
aggressive
forechecking, skating ability and
free-wheeling style that reflects the
European influence in hockey. He
is a proven recruiter and this
season, being the first year o f his
recruits, should showcase some
talented freshmen who fit into this
style of play.
Mike is married to the former
Sandy Arsenault. They are the
parents of two children: Danny, 8,
is in the third grade at the George
Peters School and sister Megan, 5,
is in kindergarten at the same
school. The McShane family
resides in nearby Cranston, Rhode
Island.

Asst. Coach Scott Borek
Serving as right hand man both
on the ice and behind the bench is
assistant coach Richard Umile. A
long time friend and former team
mate o f Coach McShane, Umile is
beginning his second year with the
Providence College hockey
program.
Coach Umile has excellent
hockey knowledge and is a proven
recruiter. He is partly responsible
for the addition of the top
freshman student-athletes to the
Friars roster this season.
Umile, 37, began his coaching
career at Watertown High School
in 1974 and held the position for
eleven years. He took the Red
Raiders from an 0-18 record to a
16-2-0 finish in his last season as
head coach and a second con
secutive Middlesex League cham
pionship title. In addition, he led
Watertown to the semi-finals of
two consecutive Massachusetts
State schoolboy championships.
A
native
of
Melrose,
Massachusetts, Umile attended
Melrose High School and New
Prep. He enrolled at the Universi
ty of New Hampshire in 1968 and

played three years of varsity hockey
for the Wildcats, serving as tearfi
captain during his senior year..
Coach Umile is also in the top
twenty among the UNH all-time
leading scorers and skated on the
same line as Coach McShane for
two seasons. Umile received a
Bachelor of Science degree from
UNH in 1972.
Following his graduation, Umile
served as assistant coach at Melrose
High School to his older brother
Jim, a 1968 Pfovidencff College
graduate and captain of the hockey
Friars as a senior, for two seasons
before beginning his coaching
career in Watertown.
Umile is a member of the
American Hockey Coaches
Association and in the off-season,
coaches in both the New England
Pro-Am Hockey League and the
Hockey Night in Boston summer
league. He and his wife, Rosemary,
are the parents of three children:
Kristin, 15, is a sophomore at Burl
ington High School; Courtney, 13,
is in the 8th grade and Katie, 10, is
a fifth grader.

Asst. Coach Rich Umile
A former assistant coach at
Dartmouth College, Scott Borek is
in his second year with the Friar
hockey program. He is involved in
all facets of coaching, with
scouting both opponents and possi
ble recruits a major responsibility.
Although you won’t see Borek
behind the bench at Schneider
Arena, he is none the less an in
tegral part of the Friar coaching
staff. He spends much o f his time
travelling around the country and
in Canada.
Borek, 25, is a native of
Swamscott, MA. He graduated
from St. John’s Prep in 1980 and
played defense for the champion-

ship St. John’s team that also in
cluded NHL superstar Bob
Carpenter. Borek was selected to
the Catholic Conference All-Star
team as a senior. He attended Ex
eter Academy for a post-graduate
year following his graduation from
St. John’s, and combined an ex
cellent athletic and academic
career. He served as team captain
and was elected MVP.
He enrolled at Dartmouth in
1981 and earned a starting position
at the blueline on the Big Green
varsity hockey squad. He was
selected as rookie of the year and
was one o f Dartmouth’s top
scorers- A neck iniurv durine his

Coach Mike McShane.

COWL
PRESEASON
TOP 10
1 1. Minnesota (24-10)
12. Cornell (13-6-2)
3. Boston Univ. (20-11-3)
4. Bowling Green (23-9)
5. No. Michigan (23-14-2)
6. Wisconsin (27-15)
.7. Denver (34-15)
8. Michigan State (34-9-2)
9. Harvard (25-8-1)
10. No. Dakota (23-16-1)
(Last year's record in parenthesis)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

COWL HOCKEY EAST
PREDICTIONS
Boston University
Boston College
Maine
Providence
Lowell
Northeastern
New Hampshire

A sst. Coach Scott Borek.

sophomore year put an abrupt end
to his playing career.
Borek was appointed assistant
coach at Dartmouth during his
junior year at the college and serv
ed in that capacity for two seasons
until he received his BA in English
in May 1985.
An avid sportsman, Borek en
joys golf and racquetball. He is
single and resides on the East Side
o f Providence.
Asst. Coach Rich Umile.
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Gophers Going For The Gold
by Pat Nero
If you take an early look at this
years NCAA Division I hockey
season you may see for the first
time in years a few teams that could
dominate the rest. It may seem that
a couple of teams could have a
smooth ride into Joe Louis Arena
for this years Final Four in Detroit.
Don’t be fooled!
Sure Minnesota, Cornell, Boston
University and Bowling Green all
look like easy winners on paper,
but hockey is not played on paper,
it is played on ice. The four teams
in Detroit come March will not be
those who possess all the talent but
those who have the heart and
stam ina to last through the
ridiculously long season.
Looking ahead there are pro
bably 25 teams who have a
legitimate shot at the Final Four.
Here are the 10 with the most talent
but not definitely the ones who will
be NCAA teams.
As always Minnesota is loaded.
The Gophers had a mediocre (by
their standard) regular season
before catching fire in the playoffs.
Unfortunately for Minnesota the
flames were doused by Michigan
State at the Final Four here in
Providence.
Minnesota has a lot coming back
including leading Hobey Baker
Candidate Corey Millen. Millen
racked up 41 goals and 42 assists
for 83 points last season. The
Gophers also return high scoring
Steve McSwain (26-35-61), Jay
Cates (20-33-53) and Todd
Okerlund (17-32-49).
The Gophers are also solid in net
with the WCHA’s leading goalie in
junior John Blue. Coach Doug
Woog also had another good
recruiting year. Including Scott
Bloom, the Most Valuable Player
in the Minnesota State Tournament
two years in a row. With an ex
perienced team they should be the
toughest team to beat in crunch
Cornell upset Harvard to win the
ECAC Championship at Boston
Garden last season. This year win

the Big Red wins the ECAC it will
be no upset.
They are led by junior forward
Joe Nieuwendyk who had 54 points
in just 29 games last year. He will
play with a defense that is anchored
by Chris Norton and Andy Craig,
two o f the best in the league. The
only question will be in goal, where
Cornell lost brilliant netminder
Doug Dadswell to the NHL. The
ECAC may be a little weak so the
lack of tough competition may hurt
the Big Red when they have to face
the bigger and quicker western
teams.
Boston University could be the
most dominate team in Hockey
East this season. They have most
o f last years NCAA team return
ing and are solid at all positions.
They probably have the best line
in the country in the trio of John
Cullen, Ed Lowney and Clark
Donatelli. In Cullen, about to
become BU’s leading scorer, and
Donatelli, a probable Olympian,
they have an unbeatable one-two
punch.
On defense the Terriers have
three stars in Jay Octeau, Scott
Shaunessy and David Quinn. All
three can score as well as protect
their goalie. In net they have Terry
Taillefer, who was All-League last
year.
Bowling Green looks to be the
class o f the CCHA this year. The
1984 National Champs look ready
to make another run for the title.
The Falcons lost only one top
player and return goalie Gary
Kruzich as well as most of thier
leading goal scorers.
Northern Michigan looks like it
is ready to take another step toward
the top this year. The Wildcats
were considered an easy win just a
few years ago but Coach Rick
Comley has completely turned the
program around. Comley returns
a host o f impact players. With
center Gary Emmons (45-30-75),
his linemate Joe West (20-33-53)
and Ralph Vos (12-36-48) NMU is
an experienced team. It will take a
total effort but the wildcats could
go all the way.

Wisconsin will once again be a
WCHA and national threat. The
biggest reason this relatively young
team will contend is goalie Mike
Richter. He was a star at the Sports
Festival and he should keep the
Badgers in every game. The leading
scoring returnee should be Tony
Granato who had 49 points in 33
games last year.
Denver was ranked number one
throughout much of last season
and reached the national semi
finals. They lost 58 percent of their
offense but return enough to
challenge again. Je ff Lamb
(23-32-55) and John McMillan
(16-40-56) should pick up the scor
ing slack and Denver could be
tough come postseason.
When the dust cleared last
March in Providence, Michigan
State was at center ice of the Pro
vidence Civic Center receiving the
Championship Trophy, do not ex
pect a repeat. The Spartans could
however, be an NCAA team
because two teams from the CCHA
will get bids. Besides Bowling
Green there really is not much to
this league. So State should make
the NCAA’s by default.
Harvard came as close as you
can last year when they advanced
to the finals and lost to Michigan
State. And if Hobey Baker Award
winner Scott Fusco had not gone
done with an injury they might
have won it all. The Crimson has
the best offense of anyone in the
ECAC and if they can replace
goalie Grant Blair they may get a
second chance at the title. That
however is a big IF.
North Dakota is a good example
of the depth in the WCHA. They
went 23-16-1 last season but could
only finish <sixth. They return a
young squad and have had a
bluechip recruiting year. All this
means is that with a little bit of
maturity they will be dangerous.
It is impossible to say exactly
who will be in Detroit come March,
but which ever teams get there will
truly be a champion to survive a
long year and a lot of tough teams.

BU’s John Cullen will be the front runner for this year’s ‘Hockey
East Player of the Year.’

NEW ENGLAND SPORTS NETWORK HOCKEY
EAST SCHEDULE - 1986-87
REGULAR SEASON
O C TO BE R
O C TO BE R
O C TO BER
O C TO BER

LO W EL L A T PRO V ID E N C E
LO W EL L A T N E W H A M P S H IR E
N O R T H E A S T E R N A T B O S T O N CO LLEGE
M A IN E A T B O S T O N UNIV.

NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER
NO VEM BER

7
14
16
18
21
25

P R O V ID E N C E A T M A IN E
M A IN E A T N E W H A M P S H IR E
N O R TH E R N M ICH. A T B O S T O N CO LLEGE
P R O V ID E N C E A T B O S T O N CO LLEG E
B O S T O N C O LLEG E A T P R O V ID E N C E
B O S T O N U N IV E R SIT Y A T P R O V ID E N C E

DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER

2
5
6
10
13

B O S T O N UNIV. A T B O S T O N CO LLEG E
D E N V E R A T LO W ELL
B O S T O N C O LLEG E A T B O S T O N UNIV.
N O R T H E A S T E R N A T B O S T O N UNIV.
B O S T O N UNIV. A T N O R T H E A S T E R N

JA N U A R Y
JA N U A R Y
JA N U A R Y
JA N U A R Y
JA N U A R Y
JANUARY
JANUARY
JA N U A R Y
JA N U A R Y
FEBRU ARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRU ARY
FEBRU ARY
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH 6
MARCH 7
M innesota’s John Blue will backbone tbe Golden Gophers march to the Final Four.

19
25
29
31

7
16
17
18
21
23
27
28
30
1
4
12
13
23
24

B O S T O N UNIV. A T N O R T H E A S T E R N
M IN N E S O T A A T B O S T O N UNIV.
W IS C O N S IN A T P R O V ID E N C E
N O R TH D A K O T A A T N O R T H E A S T E R N
N O R T H E A S T E R N A T PRO V ID E N C E
B O S T O N CO LLEG E A T B O S T O N UNIV.
N E W H A M P S H IR E A T B O S T O N UNIV.
L O W E L L A T B O S T O N CO LLEG E
B O S T O N CO LLEG E A T LO W ELL
M A IN E A T PRO V ID E N C E
N E W H A M P S H IR E A T P R O V ID E N C E
P R O V ID E N C E A T B O S T O N U N IV E R SIT Y
M A IN E A T B O S T O N CO LLEG E
N O R T H E A S T E R N A T B O S T O N CO LLEGE
LO W ELL A T N E W H A M P S H IR E
LO W EL L A T B O S T O N U N IV E R SIT Y
P R O V ID E N C E A T BO S T O N CO LLEGE
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 86-87
Women Shoot For An Encore Performance
by Steve Slattery
The basketball program is alive
and kicking once again at PC. Not
only is the men’s team looking to
improve on their best season in
eight years, but the Lady Friars are
looking to improve on their best
season ever which included a first
place finish in the Big East Con
ference, a top twenty ranking for
the first time ever and a first ever
appearance in the NCAA Cham
pionship-Tournament. The Lady
Friars, who ended the season at
22-4 (14-2 in the Big East), shocked
everyone in the Big East, everyone
that is except their coach Bob
Foley. “ Our initial goals were to
come in, be competitive in the Big
East and within two o r three years
win the Big East, get into the
NCAA Tournament and get into
the top 20. Well, we achieved that
all in one year, which was a shock
to a lot o f people, but not to me,”
said the aggresive and very en
thusiastic second year coach. “ I
knew we could win in the Big East.
My only surprise was that we got
into the top 20 national rankings.”
Coach Foley attributes the
team’s unexpected success to hard
work. “ I’m convinced that hard
work brings reward,” said Foley.
“ Just taking a team that was 14-14
the yearbefore with no real signifi
cant changes except that we lost
two starting guards... the kids
worked hard. Their attitudes and
their goals were positive. A positive
attitude made all the difference last
year.” Although the Lady Friars
did not have any significant team
changes last year, this year has been
different. The Lady Friars, who
were ranked 12tr. nationally in
scoring offense with 82.3 points per
game, have lost forwards Britt King
(19.7 ppg, 9.6 rpg) and Joanie
Powers (12.4 ppg, 5.2 rpg) and
guard Gunilla Wictorin (5.3 ppg,
2.8 rpg) to graduation. Combined
this means that they have lost 37.4
points per game out o f last year’s
82.3 average. The team will be
looking to Mary Burke, Diann
Reynolds and Doreen Ferguson to
pick up the slack in the offense

which the departure of King and
Powers created.
Bringing the ball up for the Lady
Friars will be three veteran guardsSenior tri-captain Doris Sable,
Junior tri-captain Sheila Harrity
and Junior Diann Reynolds. Sable,
an all Big East selection was rank
ed 22nd nationally in assists as well
as being the Big East’s assist leader.
Coach Foley will look to her to be
the team’s floor leader. Reynolds
who averaged 8.5 points per game
and 2.0 rebounds per game will be
looked on to pick up the offense
along with Burke. “ Reynolds will
have to take a little more of the
scoring load this year,” said Coach
Foley. “ She was our starting two
guard last year. She had some great
games for us, but it was really on
ly her first year at Providence, so
she didn’t get to play a lot. After
watching her play this summer, I
think she is very much improved
and will take some of the scoring
load off of Mary.”
Pressure will be put on the Lady
Friars’ front court o f Senior tri
captain Mary Burke, Sophomore
Liz Law lor and Junior Doreen
Ferguson to pick up the offense.
Burke, an all Big East selection,
who ranked 14th nationally in free
throw percentage last year (84.8
percent) and who recorded five 20
point plus games and 10 high re
bounding games will be expected to
take on even more offensive/defensive responsibility this year. Liz
Lawlor and Junior tri-captain
Sheila Harrity will also be key con
tributors to the success o f the Lady
Friars. “ Sheila had a lot o f quali
ty playing time,” said Foley, “ So
I expect her to be a solid backup
guard. Liz is playing very will right
now, so I expect her to be able to
contribute right away.” Coach
Foley is also looking to hardwork
ing Junior forward Tina Coviello
to give the Lady Friars quality time
on the boards. Inside the paint.
Coach Foley sees Doreen Ferguson
as the team’s blue-collar worker.
“ She’s the strongest player on the
team and hits the boards very
Although the Lady Friars lost

two of last year’s top scorers, they
have added four talented players to
their team who they hope will make
an immediate impact. Rita Balaban
a 5-10 forward from Camp Hill,
PA. was a USA Today AllAmerican selection who ended her
career at Trinity High as the
school’s all-time leading scorer with
1,729 points and as the school’s alltime leading rebounder with 1,078.
She was an All-Conference player
for four years and twice was nam
ed the PTAA Yearbook Blue Chip
Player of the Year (’84 and ’85).
She should see some immediate
playing time and hopefully show
the offensive capabilities she ex
hibited in high school. Helen Jesse
a 5-7 guard from Hagerstown,
MD. racked up 1,110 career points
in high school and led the team in
scoring, steals and rebounds her
senior year. She was an All-TriState selection in her junior and
senior years and was named to the
USA Today “ Top Maryland”
player’s list in 1986. Jesse, an ex
ceptional athlete, was also a twoyear state sprint champion in the
100 and 200 meters. Andrea
Mangum, a 6-2 forward from St.
Raphael’s in Pawtucket, was the
leading scorer in the Rhode Island
Interscholastic Girl’s Basketball
League with 28.0 points per game
over a 19 game schedule. Dottie
Van Gheem is the last but certain
ly not least new Lady Friar. A 6-1
center from Pulaski, W I., Dottie
was the team’s all-time leading
scorer with 1,018 as will as the
teams’ all-time leading rebounder
with 792. Voted an All-Bay Con
ference player for three consecutive
years, Dottie is an intelligent player
and a very strong post player.These
four talented freshman should have
an immediate impact on the Lady
Friars’ hoop squad. “ Pm a believer
in playing freshmen right away,”
said Coach Foley. “ After playing
all your life and being a star on
your high school team, if you sit
back for a year, some kids tend to
lose their com petitive edge.
Whether or not a newcomer starts
right away is up to that individual.
Hopefully all four frshmen can

contribute im mediately. How
much (they play) depends on how
quickly they pick things up.”
Coach Foley feels that his team,
which played the fast-break over
and over again last year will be lin
ing up the same game-time scenario
but with a slightly different twist.
“ We’re trying to get our opponents
to play our aggresive style of
basketball, a style that most of
them don’t like to play,” said
Foley. “ Last year we went with
nine players so we really couldn’t
press as much as we wanted to.”
The new twist, “ ...this year we’re
going to add more full court
defense to our game plan because
we have a little more depth which,
hopefully, will allow us to control
the tempo of the game.”
Success may be a new
phenomenon to the Lady Friar
basketball program, but it is one
the Lady Friar coaching staff is ac
customed to. Head Coach Foley, a
1974 graduate of Villanova Univer
sity, coached for several years at
the high school level before becom
ing a collegiate coach in 1978. He
took a seven year coaching stint
assiting Rene P ortland, two
seasons at the University of Col
orado and five seasons at Penn
State where they built the Ladv
Lions basketball program into a
national power. He is living proof
of his hard work-brings-rewards
philosophy. Six o f the seven teams
he has been associated with have
been ranked in the top twenty of
the national women’s basketball
polls and three of the teams have
finished in the top ten. Assistant
Coach Cathy Parson begins her se
cond year as assistant coach under
Bob Foley with her primary
responsibility being recruiting. Par
son, a 1984 graduate of West
Virginia University (B.A. Physical
Education), became the first woman
in the school’s history to score 2000
points (2,128) in a career, placing
her third on the all-time scoring list
at WVU behind Jerry West and
Hot Rod Hundley. A fter
graduating, Parson joined the
Virginia Waves o f the Woman’s
American Basketball Association

W o m e n ’s Hoop

and had the distinction o f being
one o f only 18 women invited to
tryout with the Harlem Globetrot
ters. Assistant Coach Kelly Camp
is beginning her first year as an
assistant to Coach Foley. After two
years at the U niversity of
Wisconsin-Madison she moved on
to St. John’s where she graduated
in 1982 as an academic AllAmerican with a degree in Athletic
Administration. As a co-captain of
the team in her senior year, Camp
registered a team high season assist
record o f 10 per game. In addition
she was named to the Northeast
Regional District team, the Big
East All-Tournament team, Kodak
All-Region team, voted MVP her
senior year and was one of 30
nominies for the prestigious Wade
Trophy, presented to the top
female basketball player in the
country.
The season begins on Friday
Nov. 17 at Alumni Hall (7:00 pm)
against the Santo Domingo Na
tional team. The Lady Friars are
the defending Big East Champion
b ut they do not plan to
underestimate any of their op
ponents. Coach Foley has had
several winning teams so he knows
what it takes to win. “ You can’t
take any competitor lightly. Being
on top makes it tougher because
everybody is gunning for you.”
With everyone in the Big East gun
ning for the Lady Friars the season
should prove to be very exciting.
Look for the Lady Friars to crack
the top 20 by the middle o f the
season as they continue the winn
ing ways that Coach Foley began
last year. Look for Mary Burke to
lead the Friars to their second con
secutive Big East Championship as
well as their second consecutive trip
to the NCAA Tournament. Mary
Burke looks like an early favorite
for Player of the Year in the Big
East and Rita Balaban is a can
didate for Big East Rookie of the
Year honors.

Sched ule

N o v em b e r
2 9 S a tu rd ay a t U lo w a - A m a n a C la ssic ............
3 0 Su nd a y A m a n a C la ssic ....................
D ecem b er
3 W ednesd ay at N o rth e a ster n ..............
6 Satu rd ay P C In v ita tio n a l...................

7 Su nd a y P C I n v ita tio n a l.....................
9 T u esd a y U R 1..........................
12 Friday S e to n H a ll.............................
2 6 F'riday-Sunday 2 8 at l a S a lle T o u r n e y ........
Janu ary
3 S a tu rd a y at St. J o h n ’s ..........................
8 T h u rsd a y U C o n n .................................

D oris Sable. (P hoto by Thomas F . M aguire, Jr.)

10
14
17
21
24
26
28
31

S a tu rd a y at V illa n o v a ............................
W ed n esd a y S y ra cu se...............
S a tu rd a y at G e o rg e to w n .....................
W e d n e sd a y at B o sto n C o lle g e ........
S a tu rd ay at S e to n H a ll........................
M o n d a y B r o w n .......................
W ed n esd a y at P ittsb u r g h ....................
S a tu rd a y S t. J o h n ’s ............................

7
11
14
16
18
21
23
26

F ebruary
S a tu rd a y at U C o n n ..............................
W e d n e sd a y V illa n o v a ........................
S a tu rd ay at S y r a c u se ..........................
M o n d a y at H o ly C r o ss.....................
W ed n esd a y G e o rg e to w n .......................
S a tu rd a y B o sto n C o lle g e ................
M o n d a y P ittsb u r g h ...............................
T h u rsd a y -M a rch 1 B ig E ast C h a m p io n sh ip ....................

n

7
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 86-87
Meet The Players

M ary Burke (Toll Gate
High/W arwick, RI) 6-0 Senior
Forward. Mary was the Lady
Friars second leading scorer and re
bounder last year (16.0 ppg- 7.7
rpg)...A pre-season BIG EAST AllConference pick in 1984-85 and an
All BIG EAST Second Team selec
tion...Was team high scorer'(6
games) and high rebounder (10
games) last season...Recorded per
sonal game high of 26 points...An
excellent shooting touch from the
floor and the free-throw line, she
ranked 14th in the country last year
shooting 84.9 percent from the
floor...Excellent jump shot off the
fast break.

D oris
Sable
(Manasquan/M anasquan, NJ) 5-6 Senior
Guard. Ranked 22nd in the nation
last year with 200 assists (6.7 assists
per game) and BIG EAST’S assist
leader...As the team’s starting
guard, she will be the key to the
Lady
F riar
offensive
machine...Was a BIG EAST Con
ference All-Rookie team selection
in 1984-85...Led the team in assists
in 1984...Last year was team’s
fourth leading scorer (11.5
ppg)...Sees the floor extremely well
on the fast break...Exceptional
passer and playmaker.

punch to the Lady Friar
backcourt...Her speed off the fast
break is right in line with coach
Foley’s
quick
transition
game...Will be called upon for
more double-figure scoring...Was
instrumental in the team’s 65-59
win over No. 13 ranked Houston
last year with a game high perfor
mance o f 19 points...Averaged 14
points per game during BIG EAST
tournament...Scored a personal
high o f 20 points against
Georgetown.
Doreen Ferguson (Wachusett
Regional/Holden, MA) 6-0 Junior
Center. Doreen is a strong, ag
gressive player who hits the boards
very hard and is the strongest
player on the team...Coach Foley
refers to her as the team’s bluecollar worker who is effective at
controlling the tempo inside...Has
a good shooting touch in close and
outside making her a double
threat...She registered four high re
bounding games last year two of
which occurred during post-season
play—against Georgetown (13) in
the BIG EAST tournament and
James Madison (9) in the first
round of the NCAA’s.

Diann Reynolds (Oliver Ames
H igh/N orth Easton, MA) 5-7
Junior Guard. Diann is a good
shooting guard who has increased
the range on her jump shot over
last year which will add more

but easily make the transition...A
team player in every sense o f the
word, she has a lot of dedication
and drive...In games where she
played the two guard, she made key
shots and had a couple o f 6-6
games from the field...Added
depth on this year’s squad could
find her role of shooting guard.
Liz Lawlor (Greenwich/Greenwich, CT) 5-11 Sophomore For
ward. Liz worked on her inside
game all summer long and has
taken it one step higher than last
year...A good inside-outside
player...She is extremely strong
and hits the boards especially
h ard ...A n
aggressive
re
bounder...Has improved her out
side game as well, and could be a
big factor there for the Lady Friars
who will need someone to come in
and play the small forward posi
tion... Gained valuable playing ex
perience as a freshman last
year...H er
dedication
and
discipline could reap rewards this
year.
Tina Coviello (Lynnfield/Lynnfield, MA) 5-10 Junior Forward.
Tina will give the Lady Friars quali
ty time on the boards and is a ge
nuine contender for the team’s fifth
spot...At 5-10, she is shorter than
most of the people she goes up
against, but what she lacks in size,
she makes up for in determina
tion...That determination makes
her a tough rebounder...Returns
with an improved outside game,

Sheila H arrity (Doherty
High/Worcester, MA) 5-7 Junior
Guard. Sheila is the emotional
leader whose enthusiasm can spur
the team on especially in a tight
contest...A good shooting guard,
she sacrificed points when she was
asked to play point guard last year

which could be the key to her play
ships averaging 23 points per
ing time this season.
game...She was a two-year state
sprint champion in the 100 and 200
Rita
Balaban
(Trinity
meters.
H igh/C am p Hill, PA) 5-10
Freshman Forward. A USA Today
A ndrea
Mangum
(St.
All-American selection, Rita end
Raphael’s/Pawtucket, RI) 6-2
ed her high school career as Trini
Freshman Forward. A Providence
ty’s all-time leading scorer with
Journal-Bulletin First Team All1,729 points...She registered
Stater, Andrea was the leading
another school mark with 1,078 re
scorer in the Rhode Island In
bounds... Was an All-Conference
terscholastic Girls’ Basketball
player for four years, the Patriot
League averaging 28.0 points per
News “Top Underclassman” in
game her senior year that included
1983 and a member of that
a 19-game schedule...During the
newspaper’s “ Big 15” , 1984 thru
season, reached a personal scoring
1986..
.Unselfish player...A coaches high game with a 30 point perfor
type of player she can fill in at a
mance enabling her team to capture
number of positions...She was a
its second Rhode Island In
District 3 AA All-Star, selected
terscholastic League Class B state
WHTM-TV AA Player of the Year
title...The team went undefeated at
(1985 and ’86), twice the P1AA
19-0...She has tremendous athletic
Yearbook Blue Chip Player of the
skills.
Year (1984 and ’85)...Holds single
D ottie
VanGheem
season scoring record (498
(P ulaski/P ulaski,
WI) 6-1
points)...Recorded career highs of
Freshman Center. An All-Bay
33 points and 20 rebounds.
Conference selection for three con
Helen
Jesse
(North
secutive years, Dottie was the
Hagerstown/Hagerstown, MD) 5-7
team’s all-time leading scorer at
Freshman Guard. An All-County
Pulaski High with 1,018 points...In
First Team selection as a
addition, she finished her high
sophomore and junior, Helen was
school career as the all-time leading
named “ Co-Player of the Year” in
1986.. .5 .e was an All-Tri-State rebounder with 792...Also, voted
twice the Bay Conference leading
selection junior and senior years
scorer and rebounder...Member of
and named to the USA Today
the All-N.E. Wisconsin first team
“ Top Maryland” players list in
1986.. .Racked up a total of 1,110 averaging 19 points per game and
12 rebounds per game...Dottie is an
career points in high school and led
intelligent player and a very strong
the team at North Hagerstown, she
post player with good post moves.
appeared in two state champion

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE LADY FRIARS
BASKETBALL STATISTICS (1985-86)
TOTALS THROUSH 30 6AHES
WOK- 24
LOST- 6
GP FGH
BRITT KINS
BIG EAST

FGA PCT.

FTH FTA PCT.

OR

DR

TR

AV6. H6

A

ST

TO

BK

KIN.

RTS. HS

AVG.

29 21a
15 113

449
221

43.! 133 133
51.1 S3 111

73.9
74.3

93
53

179
103

277
154

9.4 17
10.4 17

33
33

73
33

94
57

41
21

903
473

371
309

30
29

!? .'
20.4

30 194
14 109

344
133

54.4 39
53.0 48

105
59

34.3
81.4

103 129
55 71

232
124

7.7 14
7.9 14

37
24

22
10

70
42

25
11

373
453

431
2:c

27
27

14.0
!..c-

30AHIE POWERS
BIG EAST

30 154 312
14 85 a 173

50.0 59
49.1 40

83
54

71.1
71.4

54
33

10!
54

157
87

5.2 3
5.4 8

33
52

75
45

105
40

7
4

901
504

37!
210

22
22

12.4
13.1

DORIS SABLE
BIG EAST

30 108
14 42

43.9 123 144
47.7 73 37

77.1 13
75.3 4

54
23

74
-29

2.5 7
I.B 4

200
101

53
26

11!
44

2
0

831
501

344 . 23
197 22

11.5
12.3

DIANN REYNOLDS 30 103 214 50.0 40 54
BIG EAST
14 54
120 44.7 21 27

71.4
77.8

19
11

40
17

'59
23

2.0 3
1.8 5

54
39

41
22

58
32

1
1

339
471

254 20
133 15

3.5
3.3

DOREEN FERGUSON 30 74
BIG EAST
14 43

140
4;

54.3 47
42.3 39

93
53

72.0
47.2

43
37

111
40

179
97

4.0 13
6.1 12

16
4

13
7

41
19

4
3

43!
277

21?
125

14
16

7.3
7.3

S. N1CKT0RIN
BIG EAST

24
0

33.3 5
0.0 0

7
0

71.4
0.0

2 9
0
0

11
0

2.8 5
0.0 0

3
0

5
0

11
0

1
0

93
0

21
0

3
0

5.3
0.0

SHEILA HARRITY 30 41
BIG EAST
16 24

105
54

39.0 25
44.4 10

54
26

46.3
38.5

12
7

22
14

34
23

1.1 3
1.4 3

51
33

17
S

40
19

2
2'

463
249

107
58

14
13

3.4
3.6

LIZ LAWLOR
BIG EAST

30 23
16 IS

44
30

52.3 IS
60.0 16

29
26

62.1
61.5

29
22

33
25

67
47

2.2 9
2.9 9

4
5

3
4

15
11

4
0

270
177

64
52

11
I!

2.1
3.3

TINA CQVIELLQ
BIG EAST

27 12
15 7

35
20

34.3 11
35.0 B

23
IE

47.3
44.4

11
8

24
14

35
22

1.3 4
1.5 5

9
8

4
3

10
4

2
2

164
109

35
22

6
6

i .3
1.3

NARY SLiRKE
BIG EAST

-

4
0

244
130

3
0

PC TEAM REBOUNDS
DPP.TEAM REBOUNDS

.

133
146

PC TOTALS •
BIG EAST

30 944
16 517

1917 49.2
1005 51.4

5B1 804 72.3
338 478 70.7

416 709
232 383

1263 42.1
615 38.4

516 311 557
303 160 290

91
44

2449
1372

82.3
85.'9

PC OPPONENTS
BIG EAST

30 869 1977 44.0
16 452 1037 43.6

300 476 63.0
153 241 63.5

416 553
217 301

1115 37.2
518 32.4

465 225 643
258 102 346

77
37

2038
1057

67.9
66.1

SCORING fiARGIN = 14.4
TEAH HISSED SHOTS = 1196.
OPPONENT MISSES SHOTS = 1234
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 86-87
Man Behind the Hoopla
Appointed the Lady Friars fifth
head coach on July 1st o f 1985,
Bob Foley has brought a new at
titude, new style and new en
thusiasm to the women’s basketball
program at Providence College.
It didn’t matter to Foley that the
Lady Friars were picked to finish
fifth in the pre-seaon coaches’ poll
last year. With a positive winning
attitude, Foley started his team on
the road to success etching out first
a four-game winning streak,
followed by one loss, then another
four-game winning streak which in
cluded a 65-59 upset over No. 13
ranked Houston at Houston.
Shortly thereafter, the Lady
Friars took o ff on yet another hot
streak— 15 consecutive wins—
which brought them right into the

BIG EAST Conference champion
ships. Not since the 1975-76 season
had the program enjoyed such a
fruitful win streak.
At season’s end, Foley and his
Lady Friars stood alongside im
pressive stats—22-4 overall record,
14-2 BIG EAST mark, first place
finish in the BIG EAST Conference
after the regular season and a firstever bid to the NCAA’s. The
frosting on the cake for Foley was
being named BIG EAST Con
ference “ Coach of the Year” by his
Success is nothing new for Foley,
however. A 1974 graduate of
Villanova University, he coached
for several years at the high school
level before throwing his hat into
the collegiate coaching arena in
1978. That followed a seven-year

coaching stint assisting Rene
Portland— two seasons at the
University o f Colorado and five
seasons at Penn State where they
built the Lady Lions basketball
program into a national power.
He is proof that his hard-workbrings-rewards philosophy works.
Six of the seven teams he has been
associated with have been ranked
in the top twenty o f the national
women’s basketball poll and three
of the teams have finished in the
top ten.
A native o f Haverton, Penn
sylvania, Foley is married to the
former Louise Leimkuhler, assis
tant women’s basketball coach at
Brown University. The couple
reside in West Warwick, Rhode
Island.

Head Coach Bob Foley.

A Winning Philosophy
“ I’m convinced that hard work
brings rewards,” said Foley matterof-factly. “ Just taking a team that
was 14-14 the year before with no
real significant changes except that
we lost two starting guards...the
kids worked hard. Their attitudes
and their goals were positive.”
“ A positive attitude made all the
difference last year. We worked
really hard on that.” Foley work
ed overtime to instill a can-do at
titude in his team. Accentuating the
positive brought winning results,
one after another. Foley recalls,
“ We went down to Houston at the
beginning of last season. At that

time Houston had just beaten the ]
No.3 team in the country (Loui
siana Tech). Houston was ranked
No. 13 and on a hot streak at 8-0.
“ We went into that game just
forgetting who they were and went
in with a positive attitude that we
would play our best game, but we
were going out there to win. We’re
not going out there to be close,
we’re not going in Houston is
history now. The hard work paid
off and the Lady Friars won 65-69.
“ It was probably one of the biggest
upsets in college basketball last
year,” he said.

The Assistants:
Kelley Camp
addition to the Lady Friar basket
ball staff in this her first year.
A fter attending the U. of
Wisconsin-Madison for two-years,
Camp moved on to St.John’s
University wherejshe graduated in
1982 as an. Academic All-American
with a degree in Athletic Ad
ministration. As co-captain o f the
Express Jier senior year, she
registered a team high season assist
record of 10.per game. In addition,
she was named to the Northeast
Regional District team, the Con
cordia All-Tournament team, the

Big East All-Tournament team,
Kodak All-Region team and voted
Most Valuable Player her senior
year.
Camp was also one o f 30
nominees for the prestigious Wade
Trophy, presented to the top
female basketball player in the
country. She is former playercoach with the womens national
basketball team in Northampton,
England. Camp also served as
assistant women’s basketball coach
at Southern Connecticut State
University which captured the
1983-84 ECAC Division II title.
She now resides in Swansea, MA.

Cathy Parson
Mary Burke could be the key to the success of the Lady Friars.

Drawing A Crowd
In 1985-86 no one expected so
much thunder to ring from the
rafters o f Alumni Hall, especially
after the team’s 14-14 performance
during the 1984-85 season.
Primary, however, is the fact that
Foley, with his fast-breaking floor
plans, set the Conference in a stir.
And in one short season turned the
Lady Friars into crowd pleasers.
“ I know we can fill the gym this
year,” he said. “ We have a product
here that’s worth coming to see.”
That product is neither pipe dream
nor illusion, but the real thing spor
ting impressive statistics.
NCAA final basketball statistics
for the 1985-86 season found the
Lady Friars right in the thick of the

country’s finest. As a team, Foley’s
squad finished with high marks in
five out of eight catagories-12th in
scoring offense (82.3), 16th in scor
ing margiq (14.4), 19th in won-lost
percentage (.800), 26th in field goal
percentage (49.2), and 15th in free
throw percentage (72.3).
Individually, Mary Burke, All
BIG EAST Second Team selection
ranked 14th in the country in freethrow percentage (89-105) with
84.8 percent, while Doris Sable
ranked 22nd in assists (200) with a
6.7 per game average. The team
also set 16 BIG EAST Conference
records, 10 o f which were
offensive.

Cathy Parson, a native of North
Hagerstown, Maryland, begins her
second year at Providence College
as an assistant coach under Bob
Foley with her primary respon
sibility in the area o f recruiting.

Parson is a 1984 graduate of
West Virginia University where she
received a bachelor’s degree in
Physical E ducation, as an
undergraduate at West Virginia,
she^became the first woman in the
school’s history to score. 2,000
points (2,128) in a career, placing
her third on a list of all time scorers
at WVU behind Jerry West and

Hot Rod Hundley.
After her graduatrion in 1984,
Parson joined the Virginia Waves
of the Womens American Basket
ball Association. She has the
distinction o f being one of 18
women invited to try out with the
Harlem Globetrotters. She current
ly resides in Providence.

1986 LADY FRIAR BASKETBALL
Numerical Roster
No.

Player

Cl.

Pos.

Hgt.

High School/Hometown

10
11

JESSE, Helen
SABLE, Do r i s

Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.

G
G
•F
G
C
F
F
F
F
C
G

5-7
5-6
6-0
5-8
6-1
6-2
5-11
5-10
5-10
6-0
5-7

North H a g e r s t o w n , HD
Manasquan-/Manasquan, NJ

REYNOLDS, Diann
V A N GHEEM, D ottie
MANG U M , A ndrea

43

BALABAN, Rita
COVIELLO, Tina
FERGUSON, Doreen
HARRITY, Sheila

Oliver Arr,es/Nc. Easton, MA
P u l a s k i / P u l a s k i , WI
St. R a p h a e l ' s / P a w t c c k e t , RI
Greenvich/Greenwicn, C T
Lynnfield/Lynnfiela, MA
K a c h u s e t t / H o l d e n , MA
D o h e r t y / W o r c e s t e r , MA
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Women’s Hockey
Looking To Get It Back
It isn’t unusual for Women’s Ice
Hockey coach John Marchetti to
be somewhat hesitant about mak
ing preseason predictions. He is not
the type o f coach given to specula
tion without first seeing the talent
with which he has to work.
The pre-season paper game is an
easy one to play and has sometimes
fooled even the most astute coach.
“ We’re not given to illusions of
grandeur,” said Marchetti smiling.
“ We try and look at things as
realistically as we can even this far
“ I see an improved team both
offensively and defensively with the
co n trib u tio n our incoming
freshmen can make,” said Mar
chetti. “ We’ve definitely helped
ourselves defensively, and we feel
we have some forwards that can
help out offensively as well.”
Offensively, Marchetti’s top two
goalscorers — Lisa Brown (24
goals, 5 assists) and Heather
Linstad (17 goals, 12 assists) look
good as does Lori Marotta (23

points), Marlene and Michelle Ricci
(22 and 17 points, respectively),
Linda Belanger (12 points), Diane
Belanger (10 points) and Anne
Boule (9 points).
“ As far as defensemen we have
three returnees — Michelle Ricci,
Yvonne Percy (co-captain) and
Diane Belanger — who played for
us last year. I feel they are all go
ing to make a contribution. Percy
and Michelle Ricci will probably be
our anchors on defense. We’ll just
build around the two of them.”
Brown and Linstad will be the
team’s top two centers. “ They’re
good goalscorers and playmakers,”
said M archetti. M arotta and
Marlene Ricci come iijjo this season
as they did last year as the team’s
top forwards. “ I think given the
right situation, both Marlene and
Lori can have a big year this year.
Everybody on our team has good
skills. I can honestly say we have
improved as a team over last year
quite considerably.”
Between the pipes the Lady

Friars will look to Senior Sue
Mussey. Mussey will be in goal for
her fourth and final season. She
has seen action in 3 ECAC
tourneys and led the Lady Friars to
two national championships. Last
season, she posted a 6-6-3 record
with a 2.05 goals against average.
Kathy Carney, a senior from West
Roxbury, Mass, will also see time
in net. Last season she recorded
eight wins against just one loss.
In terms o f post-season play, “ It
all depends on how well everybody
mixes and if the chemistry is there,
we can be right up at the top in the
end. We have six freshmen coming
in and all will make a contribution.
This is the first time in the seven
years we’ve had this many
freshmen we feel are capable of
stepping in right away.
“ This is a young team and it
might take a while for the freshmen
to adjust. If they do, it’s just a
question o f our coaching staff put
ting the right people together...hav
ing the right chemistry.”

Senior goalkeeper Sue Mussey hopes to lead the Lady Friars to their
third ECAC Championship in four years.

The Coaching Staff
After six years as head coach of
the Providence College women’s
ice hockey program and a zealous
career record of 110-24-4, John
Marchetti enters his seventh year
with the same enthusiasm and op
timism as he did back in 1980.
A 1971 graduate o f PC and a
three year varsity hockey player,
Marchetti has been part of the Friar
atheletic community since gradua
tion. He has served as an instruc
tor for 11 years at the PC Summer
Hockey Camp, is a full time
Athletic Department employee and
serves as head softball coach in the
Spring.
Marchetti, who guided his 1983
and 1984 squads to the ECAC
Championship titles, was honored
as Providence College’s “ Coach of
the Year” in ’84 when his team
posted a near perfect record of
21-1-0.

Prior to joining the PC coaching
staff, the Wellesley, Massachusetts
native was head coach o f the
Johnston (RI) High School hockey
team, where he also taught. In his
Six years at Johnston, his teams
compiled an overall mark of
81-50-8 while qualifying for the
ieague playoffs five times, winning
the title in 1977.

In her second year as assistant
coach of the Lady Friar Hockey
team is Jackie Gladu. Gladu is a
1984 graduate o f Providence Col
lege and a former four year starter
for coach Marchetti.
An extremely talented athlete,
Gladu set many school records for
the Lady Friars—most notably,
most goals in a season (40), most
goals in a career (113) and most
points in a season (69). She current
ly stands as the third all-time
leading scorer with 200 career
points.
Gladu also excelled in field
hockey and softball while an
undergraduate at PC. In her senior
year she captained all three teams.
The Newton, Massachussets native
has the distinction o f twice being
selected as the school’s female
“ Athlete of the Year” and was
honored by Words Unlimited as RI
“ Athlete of the Year” in 1984.
Since joining the Providence
College Athletic Department staff
full time in 1985, Gladu has taken
up as a coach where she left off as
player. She is head coach of the
Lady Friar field hockey team and
assists Marchetti with the softball
team as well as the hockey team.

COACH MARCHETTI
Year-by-Year
1980-81....................................
1 98 1 -8 2 ......................................
1 9 8 2 -8 3 .................. ..................
1 9 8 3 -8 4 *.................................
1 9 8 4 -8 5 *.................................
1 98 5 -8 6 ......................................

...20-5-0
...15-6-0
...21-1-0
...18-2-1
..14-7-3

'ECAC Championship Years
Career T o ta ls............................. 110-24-4
Career w in n in g percentage .821
Women’s Ice Hockey head coach John Marchetti.
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Recapping 1985-86
For any other team, a 12-6-2
HCAC Conference finish, 14-7-3
■'V rail, and reaching the quarter
finals of the Conference would be
reason for celebration. When
you’re the coach o f the highly suc
cessful Providence College Lady
Friar ice hockey squad, you can
look back and say it was a good
year, but there have been better.
At the start of the 1985-86
season, Providence was the twotime defending ECAC Conference
Champions. When your 1984
squad enjoyed a 21-1-0 season,
which included you being named
“ College Coach o f the Year,” a
14-7-3 season is not very satisfying.
“ Nevertheless, it was a suc
cessful year,’’said Head Coach
John M archetti. “ Given the
graduation of the talent that we
had the year before from the defen
ding ECAC Champs, we got about
as much mileage out of last year’s
squad as a coach could ask.”

In the final leg o f the season dur
ing the month o f February, the
Lady Friars won six of their last
nine games. That stretch included
a 4-2 win over RIT, a 4-1 win at
Cornell and a close 2-1 win over
New Hampshire in the final game
of the regular season.
“ We beat UNH towards the end
o f the year and were playing pro
bably our best hockey of the year.
We went into the first round of the
ECAC playoffs and handled RIT
quite easily so I thought at the time
we were playing as well as we
could” said Marchetti.
“ However when we got into the
playoffs against Northeastern they
were just too strong for us. They
had our numbers last year.”
“ Obviously you want to make
the playoffs every year,” said the
coach. But when you have the type
of seasons they had the last two
years it just isn ’t enough.

1985-86 Lady Friar Ice Hockey Statistics
N am e

No.

Heather 1 instad ..............
Lori Matotta.............................
Marlene Ricci .................
Michelle Ricci.............................

A.

Pts.

12

P

Diane Belanger....................................
Ar.nie Boulie..................................
Yvonne Percy (C)................
K iren McDonough
Colleen Mcl ellan..............................
2
Kathy Harrington............
.......
Andrea I dive....................
.......
Sue Mussey (C)
.................
Providence totals..................................
Opponents Totals..............................
N am e
Sue Mussey (6 6-3)........
Kathy Carnev.........................................
Opponents l o t a h .............................

.................
........

No.
15
9

Min.
840
495

4

1335

Svs.PCT GA GAA
410.928 32 2.05
160.931
S96.881

The Players 1986-87

Lisa Brown, Senior, Center

Heather Linsted, Sophomore, Center

Lori Masotta, Senior, Wing

Marlene Ricci, Junior, Wing

Michelle Ricci, Junior, Defense

Linda Belanger, Senior, Wing

Diane Belanger, Senior, Defense

Annie Boule, Junior, Wing

Yvonne Percy, Senior, Defense

Ik

Joan Leonard, Sophomore, Wing

Colleen McLellan, Junior, Wing

?Q
in

12

Kathy Harrington, Sophomore, Center
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Sue M ussey, Senior, Goalie

Kathy Carney, Senior, Goalie

1985-86 Lady Friar
Hockey Schedule
N ovem ber

22 Saturday Dartmouth........................................................................................................ .
23 Sunday Cornell................................................................................................................. .
24 Monday Harvard...............................................................................................................g:00
D ecem ber

3 Wednesday New Hampshire.............................................................................................. 7*30
5 Friday PC Christmas Invitational..................................................................................11:00
11 Thursday Northeastern..................................................................................
6 ; 30
Ja n u ary

16 Friday at St. Lawrence.................................................................................................... 2:00
17 Saturday at St. Lawrence.................................................................................................j -00
23 Friday-Sunday 25 at Granite State Tournament..........................................................TBA
F eb ru ary

1 Sunday UNH.........................................................
4 Wednesday at Brown University..........................
6 Friday-Sunday 8 at Concordia Invitational.......
12 Thursday at Northeastern...................................
13 Friday Yale..........................................................
19 Thursday at Northeastern...................................
22 Sunday at New Hampshire................................

.7:30
.7:30
TBA
.7:00
.7:30
.7:00

.2:00

Lady Friar
Hockey Roster
N am e
L isa Brow n
H eath er Linstad
Lori M arotta
M arlene Ricci
M ich elle Ricci
Lind a B elanger
D ia n e B elanger
A n n ie B ou le
Y v on n e P ercy
J o a n L eonard
C o lle en M cL ellan
K athy H arrin gton
Su e M ussey
K a thy C arney
N ew com ers
D eb b ie Barnhill
H eath er Laduke
Lori Blair
A n n K ennedy
D en ise Lane
K elly O ’Leary

C l.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
S o.
Sr.
Sr.
S o.
Jr.
S o.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

P os.
C
C

w
w
D
W
D
W
D
W
W

c
G
G
D

c
D
F
F
D

H om etow n
U n io n L ake, M I
C h e lm sfjr d , M A
N atick , M A
W ob u rn , M A
W ob u rn , M A
T o p sh a m , M E
C en tral F alls, R l
P lattsb u rgh , N Y
S ou th H a d ley , M A
B ed ford , M A
N ew to n , M A
W estw o o d , M A
M ad ison , WI
W est R oxbu ry, M A
L e xin gton , M A
M assen a, N Y
M assen a, NY
P lattsburgh, N Y
A c to n , M A
A u b u rn , M A

19
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SWIMMING 1986-87
Swimming Program On The Rise
by John Lipuma
Coach John O’Neill came to
Providence three years ago with a
vision: to establish a swim team
and become a force to be reckon
ed with in the Big East Conference.
As the 1986-87 season gets
underway, this objective is becom
ing more o f a reality.
In 1985-86, the team’s second
year of competition, the
finished seventh in the Big East
swimming and diving champion
ships behind Boston College, while
the women finished eigth behind
Georgetown.
Essential for any new program
are individuals willing to stick it out
and sacrifice personal glory for the
sake of the greater good. Coach
O’Neill has two such people in
senior captains Jim Funk and
Catherine Sullivan.
‘They’ve been with us since the
program starte in 1985-86,’ said

O ’Neill. ‘They’ve been pretty
valuable in terms o f experience
with a new program and helping
along the newcomers each year.’
Coupled with these seasoned
veterans is a crop of talented and
dedicated young swimmers. The
men went from an 0-8 record to a
4-5 finish last year. This was largely
due to a nucleus of swimmers from
O’Neill’s first recruiting class-the

“ W e ’r e c lim b in g th e
la d d e r. ”
— C o a c h J o h n O ’N e ill
class of 1989.
This class carried the major
burden in the Big East meet, scor
ing some big points for the Friars.
Big East Conference highlights saw
Wayne Bowden win the 1650
freestyle! 16:09.59) and place se
cond in the 400 individual

1986-87 MEN’S ROSTER
CL
'87
'87
'88
'88
'89
'89
'89
'89
'89
'89
'9 0
'9 0
'9 0
'90
'90
'9 0

NAME
FUNK, Harold*
EPRIGHT, Michael
S E A R S , Patrick
BURKE, Michael
SO LIGO N, Paul
DEVINE, Jeffrey
BO W DEN , Horace
H O LBRO O K, John
TH ERO U X, Trent
H A R D Y, David
W OO D, Chris
LINNANE, Erik
M C C A R R O N , Mike
RUGGIERO, Michael
M A X S T A D T , Kevin
M U R R A Y , James

HOMETOWN
Bethany CT
Higganum, CT
Springfield, M A
Westport, CT
Huntington, CT
Seekonk, M A
Warwick, RI
Natick, M A
Bristol, RI
Warwick, RI
Cranberry, NJ
Boxboro, M A
Medford, M A
Litchfield, CT
Londonville, NY
Wooster, OH

1986-87 WOMEN’S ROSTER
CL
NAME
'8 7 SU LL IV A N , Catherine*
'8 8 J EN SEN , Krisa
'8 8 DELEONE, Deborah
'88 MCG EE, Lori
'89 AG N E W , Teresa
'89 M AN C O , Susan
'89 RY AN, Patricia
'9 0 B RA D LEY , Kate
'9 0 C ON NO LLY, Denise
'90 B O W DEN , Cindy
'90 H A R G R A V E S, Nancy
'90 H ATEM , Jennifer
'90 LUCIANI, Cindi
'9 0 S H A U G H N E S S Y , Elizabeth
'9 0 BARN IC LE, Kathie
'9 0 SILV A, Diane
■Team Captains

HOMETOWN
Rockville Center, NY
Shelton, CT
East Greenwich, RI
North Kingstown, RI
Wilbraham, M A
Derby, CT
Springfield, M A
Tulsa, OK
Blauvell, NY
Warwick, RI
Fall River, M A
Lowell, M A
Cheshire, CT
New Bedford, M A
River Forest, IL
Attleboro, M A

medley(4:13.00). Paul Soligon
finished seventh in the 100 meter
butterfly. The remainder of the
class capped off their competition
reaching the consolation finals of
their events.
With only two senior members
on the men’s team and one senior
on the women’s team, the lead will
once again come from the strength
and experience exhibited by the
class of ’89.
With the arrival of this year’s
class o f ’90, O’Neill now has two
classes of recruited swimmers.
These classes promise to bolster the
team down the stretch and keep the
program moving in a positive
direction.
In speaking o f last year’s
groundbreaking season, the coach
said, ‘The men had an exciting
season. We really gave the competi
tion a solid challenge. We took
UConn to the last relay and a cou
ple of others-Northeastern, who we
matched up pretty well with.’
‘Important to the outcome this
year is the fact that dual meet scor
ing has changed in the NCAA
dramatically, going from three to
five places. That rule change will
affect the overall results and
basically, help the larger teams.’
O’Neill added.
This rule change is the basis for
O’Neill’s newest goal: to recruit
quality swimmers while at the same
time, enlarge his roster. O’Neill re
mains optimistic though.
‘We don’t have the number of
divers BC has so they might be
hard to catch. Hopefully, we can
make that up with some good
swimming,’ explained O’Neill.
Depth is the strength of the Lady
Friars. While the lone three year
starter is Cathy Sullivan, the squad
is filled with legitimate title
contenders.
Topping the list of newcomers is
Cindi Luciani, a junior national in
four events—both the backstrokes
(100 and 200 meters) and the in
dividual medley (200 and 400
meter).
‘Cindi’s experience and junior
national status will put us right in
the thick of our conference com
petition this year.’ explained
O’Neill.
Others like Kate Bradley, hailing
from Tulsa, Oklahoma should be
very competitive in breaststroke at
the all important conference meet.
Sophomores Patty Ryan and.
Teresa Agnew provide the team
with solid performances and
versatility.
The team begins its season on
November 15th at the University of
Maine, followed by two more away
meets at UConn and St. Johns. The
team looks ready for its drive
toward the Big East Championsdhips, where Pittsburgh has
traditionally dominated. As for
Providence, ‘We’re climbing the
ladder.’ explains O’Neill. ‘The
freshman class has the potential to
have some very fine results.’ add
ed O’Neill.
Overall, the future looks bright
for both teams. Granted, the pro
gram is still in its infant stages, but
Coach O’Neill has constructed a
solid foundation so far.
The youth of the teams along
with a growing reputation o f Pro
vidence as a swimming school has
Coach
O ’Neill
remaining
confident.
‘Last year, out goal was to beat
Georgetown in the Big East Con
ference and we did that. Moving up
the ladder, we’re basically looking
at Boston College. Basically, that
is what our women’s team has set
for a goal this year...beat
Georgetown and move up as well.’

Swim Coach John O’Neill

The Coaches

Head Coach John O’Neill
John O’Neill begins his third
season as Providence College’s
Aquatics Director and Head Coach
of both the men’s and women’s
swim teams.
A native of Cumberland, RI,
O’Neill attended Cumberland High
School where he was New England
Champion in the 200 medley relay.
He is also a three-time high
school All-Stater in the 100 butterf
ly and the 200 medley relay. O’Neill
continued his successful swimming
career at Springfield College where
he was a member o f the varsity
swim team for three years.
Upon
graduating
from
Springfield in 1981, O’Neill took
on his first coaching position at
Brown University as an assistant
and helped guide the Bruins to a
third place finish at the Eastern
Seaboard Championships scoring
its highest point total ever.
During that time, O’Neill also
served as pool director at Rhode
Island College for two years. He
also served as an assistant at the
Little Rhody Aquatic Club, one of
the most respected and highly com
petitive programs in the Northeast.
He is a member o f the American
Swim Coaches Association, the
College Swim Coaches Association
and the United States Swimming
Association.
As Aquatics Director, O’Neill is
responsible for the day-to-day
operation
o f the Taylor
Natatorium and all related ac
tivities including community pro
grams such as children’s “ Learn to
Swim’’ lessons, adult swimming
lessons and advanced life-saving
courses. O’Neill is currently work
ing on his Master’s degree in
Education at Providence College.
O’Neill is married to the former
Cindy Vanni. The couple have a
one-year-old daughter. Shannon,
and reside in Pawtucket, RI.
Head Diving Coach Newell
Roberts
Beginning his third season as
head coach of the men’s and
women’s diving teams is Newell
Roberts. After a successful high
school diving career here in Rhode
Island in which he received All-Star
honors, Roberts went on to Keene
State College in New Hampshire
where he graduated in 1979.
Roberts, a four-year varsity letterman in both swimming and div
ing at Keene State, achieved Divi
sion II All-American honors. In
1980, he returned to Rhode Island
and began his coaching career at

Little Rhody Diving Club.
In addition to his coaching
career, Newell has continued to im
prove upon his own diving career
taking first place on the one meter
board for three consecutive years
(1982, 1983, and 1984) at the Na
tional Diving C ham pionship
masters division. He has also per
formed in diving shows throughout
the United States and Canada in
cluding the 1984 World’s Fair in
New Orleans.
Newell currently resides in Pro
vidence, RI.
Assistant Aquatics Coach Barry
Fontaine
A native of Worcester, MA,
Barry Fontaine enters his first year
as assistant swimming coach at
Providence College. Fontaine at
tended Springfield College
(1977-79) and received a bachelor’s
degree in philosophy from Rhode
Island College in 1980.
His professional experience in
the aquatics field is as extensive as
is his coaching experience. He serv
ed as head manager o f the
Springfield College swimming team
for two years and was a meet coor
dinator (men’s and women’s) for
two years at the New England
Swimming and Diving Champion
ships. He was also a facility super
visor at the Art Linkletter
Natatorium at Springfield College.
Most recently he served as aquatics
director at the East Providence
Boy’s Club in East Providence, RI.
Fontaine began his coaching
career as assistant swimming coach
at the Little Rhody Aquatic Club
(1981-1984)',
training
precompetitive swimmers to junior na
tional level. At the same time, he
served as assistant swimming coach
at St. Mary’s Bay View Academy
in East Providence and then mov
ed into the head coaching position
(1984-1985). St. Mary’s had a fine
dual meet record of 8-2 that year
which included several All-State
swimmers.
In addition, the Cranston, RI
resident served as head swimming
coach at the East Providence Boy’s
Club, Abbott Run Valley Club in
North Attleboro, MA., developing
summer league swimmers to the
Narragansett Swim League Cham
pionships, and East Providence
High School. He holds member
ships in several nationally recogniz
ed aquatic organizations and is cer
tified as a NCAA swimming
official.
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SWIMMING 1986-87
Friars To Watch
l*at
Sears
(Springfield,
MA)... Junior...Diver
Made his first trip to the Big East
Championships last year finishing
16th in the 1-meter board last
year...Experience should be a fac
tor in helping him move up in
dividually...cousin o f Lady Friar
swimmer Patty Ryan.
Horace Bowden (Warwick,
RI)...Sophomore...Swimmer
“ Wayne” should be the lead

Friar this year as their top point
getter at the Big East and in dual
meets...Three-year All-State selec
tion in the Rhode Island Schoolboy
League.
Paul Soligon (Huntington,
CT).. .Sophomore.. .Swimmer
Looking to repeat as a finalist in
the 100 butterfly and improve his
other strengths in the 100 freestyle
and 200 butterfly.
Erick Linnane (Boxboro,

MA)... Freshman.. .Swimmer
Should contribute considerably
in the breaststroke competi
tio n ...S tro n g
com petitive
swimmer.
Christopher Wood (Cranberry,
NJ)... Freshman.. .Swimmer
Another newcomer with the
potential to develop into a fine
backstroker.. .A fast swimmer who
will add depth in that specialty.

Men’s Swimming Schedule 1986-87
N ovem ber
,
Sat. 15 at M aine................................................................................................................................. 1 pm
W ed. 19 at U C o n n .............................................................................................................................7 pm
Sat. 22 a t St. J o h n ’s........................................................................................................................ 12 pm
December
S at. 6 U R I & F airfield ................................................................................................................... 11 am
January
S at. 17 C entral C onnecticut..............................................................................................................2 pm
T hurs. 22 N o rth eastern .................................................................................................................7:30 pm
S at. 24 Boston C ollege.......................................................................................................................2 pm
Sat. 31 at H oly C ro ss........................................................................................................................11 am
February
Sun. 8 Syracuse................................................................................................................................... 11 am
18-21 Big E ast C ham pionships a t U P ittsb urgh..........................................................................TBA
27-M arch 1 New England Cham pionships at Springfield College.......................................TBA
Captain Jim Funk

Lady Friars to Watch
Patty Ryan (Springfield,
MA).. .Sophomore.. .Swimmer
Was one of the top individual
scorers last year...Consolation
finalist in the Big East Champion
ships in the 50 and 100 freestyle...A
sprint freestyle specialist...cousin
o f Patrick Sears.
Teresa Agnew (Wilbraham,
MA)... Sophomore... Swimmer
“T J” has the versatality to swim
any event for the Lady
Friars...School record holder in the
200 breastroke...Swims the in

dividual medley, freestyle.
Kate
Bradley
(Tulsa,
OK)...Freshman...Swimmer
Should add depth to the squad
in the breaststroke...High school
standout in the 100 and 200
breaststroke, 200 individual medley
and medley relays.
Cynthia Bowden (Warwick,
Rl)... Freshman...Swimmer
Solid performer in the distance
freestyle...Brother o f Horace
Bowden...Another newcomer ad
ding depth to the women’s
Cindi
Luciani
(Cheshir

CT).. .Freshman.. .Swimmer
Will be utilized in the backstroke
and individual medley...All-Stater
four years at Cheshire High...AllLeague (4 years) and Most
Valuable Player her freshman year.
Elizabeth Shaughnessy (New
B e d fo rd ,
MA)... Freshman... Diving
Has the potential to break into
the top 16 in <
outstanding gymnast at N<
ford High and placed in tl
meet in Massachusetts.

Women’s Swimming Schedule 1986-87

Captain Kathy Sullivan

1985-86 TEAM RECORDS:

November
Sat. 15 a t M aine.................................................................................................................................. 11 am
T hurs. 20 U C o n n ..................................................................................................................................7 pm
Sat. 22 a t St. J o h n ’s.......................................................................................................................... 12 pm
December
Sat. 6 Fairfield...................................................................................................................................... 2 pm
January
W ed. 14 U R I.......................................................................................................................................... 7 pm
Sat. 17 C entral C o n n ecticu t.......................................................................................................... 11 am
Sat. 24 B oston College...................................................................................................................... 11 am
Sat. 31 at H oly C ross..........................................................................................................................2 pm
February
T hurs. 5 a t N ortheastern...........................................................................................................7:30 pm
Sun. 8 Syracuse....................................................................................................................................11 am
18-21 Big E ast C ham pionships at U Pittsburgh.........................................................................TBA
March
5-7 E astern C ham pionships a t Brown U niversity.....................................................................TBA

S h o rt C o u rse Y a rd s a s of June 1, 1 9 8 6
Evens
5:
Freestyle
100
Freestyle
z ;~
Freest-le
y o t.
Freestyle
1550
Freestyle
B e ckstr e s s
3ack3trc.-:e

Men
22.46 :2,20/86)
4 8.85 i2. 22/86;
1: 4 - .1 5 '2 2:/;5.
- ..
16:09.59
5- . :1

2. 2_ H
12. 22/36;

Worsen
25.71 (2/20,36
56.19 (2/22/85,
11/11 .:
5
o 21.:15.21 ,1, 15 ’ =o
18:42.03 (2-/22/8 6)

2 2 2 36
1.
St

2 :2 6.7 S '3/1. 15'
- : 1 ~ . 5 r i5, 3, or.

ice
200

Breaststroke
Breaststroke

1:05.67
2:24.10

!2. 21/86)
(2/22/86)

1:11.83 (2/21/86;
2:39.94 (2/22/86)

100
200

Butterfly
Butterfly

53.73
1:56.37

(2/21/36)
(2/22/86)

1:01.85
2:14.93

(2/21/86)
(2/22/86)

200
4 00

IM
IM

2:02.17
4:11.31

(12/7/85)
(2/21/85)

2:20.05
.5:12.63

(2/21/86)
(1/15/86)

too
200

Free Relay
Medley Relay

400
400

Free Rel a y
Medley Relay

3:15.89
3:45.86

(2/22/86)
(2/21/86)

3:51.24
4:16.08

(2/22/86)
(2/21/86)

800

Free Relay

7:13.24

( 2, 2 0/3.6)

8:24.79

(2/20/86;

1:44.67 (2/21/86)
1:56.94 (2/20/8;6)
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Men’s IndoorTrack 1986-87
Evans to Lead Friars
The 1985 Indoor season saw the
emergence o f John Evans, a
freshm an from L iverpool,
England, as a major force in the
middle distance circuit. Evans
broke school records in four
events: 880 yards, 1,000 meters,
800 meters, and 1000 yards.
Among his victories for last year’s
indoor season included the Greater
Boston Invitational 880 yards in
1- 50.3, the University of Connec
ticut Invitational 1,000 meters in
222.7, the Big East
1-50.3, and the ICYA 800 meters
in 1-50.5.
John qualified for the NCAA
Championships and made it to the
finals where he finished eighth in
the 1,000 meter run.
Sophomore Ed Hanratty, a
native of Dublin, Ireland, also had
a fine indoor season as he won the
mile at the New England Cham
pionships, placed third in the 3,000
meters at the Big East Champion
ships and captured a seventh place
finish in the 3,000 meter run at the

H anratty, a junior, proved
himself last year with his victories
in the New England mile and the
Dartmouth Relay’s 3,000 meter
event; this season he will be
counted on heavily for more of the

ICYA Championships at Princeton
University.
All-American Andy Konan took
the Big East title in the 5,000 meter
run and placed fourth in the 5,000
meters at the ICYA’s. The Friar
Harrier success did not stop there,
hwoever, as Mark Keller, another
Dublin native, grabbed a fifth place
in the 5,000 meters and Mike Cap
per, co-captain of the 1985-86
cross-country and track teams, was
fourth in the 3,000 meters.
The way coach Treacy sees it, the
Friars
youth
800
meters
in could be their op
ponents undoing down the stretch
this year and next year. Treacy will
look to his freshman squad to give
him the nucleus for strong distance
medley relay and two-mile relay
teams.
“They have the potential to be
competitive with anyone in the
country,” said Treacy. John Evans
will be a key element of the team’s
success in this, his sophomore year.
Evans will be in quest of the only
title that eluded him in the 1985-86
season, an NCAA crown.

Mark Keller, after a strong cross
country season that inclded a se
cond place finish in the Eastern In
tercollegiate Athletic Association
Championship, will add much
needed leadership in the indoor
season. Another junior, Irshman
Kieron Tumbleton, had a ninth
place finish in the Big East cross
country meet and is healthy for the
indoor season and over minor in
ju res that kept him idle for the
1985-86 indoor year.
Four standout high school run
ners give Coach Treacy good
depth. Watch for: Bill Mullaney
(Thurles, Ireland) is the Irish
Schools 1,500 meter champion,
and Frank Conway (Glenbeigh,
Ireland) is the Irish Schools 2,000
meter steeplechase champion. John
D uggan, a native o f South
Kingstown, R.I. was the Rhdoe
Island schoolboy cross country
champion and Mike Scanlon was
one o f the premier milers in the
state o f Massachusetts. Duggan
made a name for himself when he
clocked on o f the fastest miles in
the country by a high school athlete
at the Yale Invitational last winter.

Junior Mark Keller will try to get a leg up on the competition during
the indoor season.

1987 MEN’S INDOOR TRACK SCHEDULE

Januar Y
S aturday
10
Sunday
11
Sunday
18
S unday

F ebruary
13
Friday
14

S a turday

F r iday
20
t hru Saturday,

Head Coach John Treacy

10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am

Dartmouth Relays
Dartmouth Relays
New England TAC at Harvard
G reater Boston Invitational
at Harvard

10:00 am

Milrose Games
at Madison Square Garden
EASTERN INTERCOLLEGIATES
at Southern Conn. State

12:00 pm

5:00 pm

B IG EAST CHAMPIONSHIPS at Syracuse

11:00 am

Saturday

NEW ENGLANDS at Bates College

10:00 am

8

Saturday
Sunday

IC4A's at Princeton
IC4A's at Princeton

11:00 am
1:00 pm

13
14

F riday
Saturday

NCAA's at Oklahoma
NCAA's at Oklahoma

11:00 am
5:00 pm

28

21

i-,a?"ch

Entering his second season as head coach of the Providence Col
lege men’s cross country team is Ray Treacy, a former running star
at Providence who also serves as the school’s women’s track coach.
During his four-year tenure at Providence, the Villierstown, Ireland
amassed an incredible running career record as a three-time AllAmerican, a two-time New England Cross Country Champion and
winner of three Big East indoor (5,000 meter) championships. In ad
dition, he was an 1C4A Champion in the 10,000 in 1981 and the 5,000
in 1982. He also captained the squad both junior and senior years.
Atwo-time All-American selection as well, Treacy also has the
distinction of being a former Irish National junior cross country cham
pion and a past member of the Irish national cross country team.
Treacy, who is the brother of Olympian silver medalist John, resides
in Warwick with his wife, Lisa.

1986-87 PROVIDENCE COLLEGE MEN’S
CROSS-COUNTRY TRACK/FIELD ROSTER

BEST TRACK TIMES 1985-86
John Evans

_c HarsXa
M a r k Keller

800m
1000m

1-50.1
2-22.7

mile
3000m

4-09
8-12

3000m
5000m
10000m

8-29
14-29
30-28

Bill Mullaney

1500m

3-51

Fran c i s Conway

2000m Steeple
1500m
3000m

5-45
3-49
8-20

John Duggan

1500m

3-55

Name

—

ALLEN, John+
CONNOLLY, Patrick#
CONWAY, Francis#
DUGGAN, John#
EVANS, John+
‘HANRATTY, Ed+
HENDRICHUS, Pieter#
JONES, Scott#
‘KELLER, Mark-*KEOHANE, Sean+
MCCARTHY, John#
MULLANEY, Bill#
S C A N L O N t Michael#
TUMBLETON, Keiron+

Event

Cl.

Hometown

x/c 5000
x/c 5000
x/c Steeplechase
x/c 1500
x/c 800
x/c 1500
100, 200
x/c 800
x/c 5000
x/c 1500

So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.

Croom, Ireland
Barnstable, MA
Glenbeigh, Ireland
South Kingstown, RI
Liverpool, England
Dublin, Ireland
Hartford, CT
Attleboro, MA
Dublin, Ireland
Boston, MA

x/c 1500
x/c 1500
x/c 5000

Fr.
Fr.
Jr.

Thurles, Ireland
Walpole, M A
Dublin, Ireland
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Women’s Indoor Track 1986-87
Logan Will Pace Lady Friars
The 1985'1986 indoor track
squad picked up where the
cross'country team left off, which
meant new school recors, New
England and ECAC qualifiers.
Patricia Logan let the way break
ing a school record in every indoor
race she ran.
The Dartmouth Relays at the
start of the season set the tone for
a good year when Nicki Hronjak
finished second and Janet Magner
finished third in the 3000 meter
race. Logan was victorious in the
3000 meters at the Brown and other
winners were Helen Lastovca in the
triple jump and freshman Crystal
Jones in the ling jump. The 4&400
meter relay team of Jackie McKin
ney, Chris Soucy, Sue Healey and
Jones also captured a win in the
Brown meet.
Hronjak and Smith brought
more attention to the Lady Friars
by winning the 500 and 1000

meters, respectively at the Tufts
Invitation!.
At the Southern Connecticut In
vitational, Logan(3000 meters) and
McGowan (1000 yards) finished
first. At the New England Cham
pionships the 4 & 800 meter squad
o f McGowan, Smith, Breuer and
Logan finished second behind the
University of Connecticut. In the
Big East Championships, McKin
ney (6m in the 400 meters), Chris
Soucy (6m in the 500m) and Logan
(3rd in the 5000m) all put in very
solid performances. The two mile
relay team and the distance medley
team both finished fifth. Logan
finished off a great indoor season
running to a 3rd place finish in the
3000 at the ECAC Championship
with a school record of 9'33.6, tak
ing home 'All'East honors for
herself once again.
1987 indoor looks to be a pro
mising season for the Lady Friars.
Now a sophomore, Patricia Logan

looks to improve on the three Pro
vidence records that she broke last
year: the 1500m (4'37), 3000m
(9'33.6) and the 5000m (17'29) .
A nother sophom ore, Crystal
Jones, broke school records in the
long jump and 55m dash in her
freshman year. According to
Coach Treacy, “ Crystal should fill
the gap left vacant by the gradua
tion o f Jackie McKenney.”
Coach Treacy sees Tina Moloney
as one o f the top distance runners
on her times from last year.
Freshman Siobhan Gallagher,
another Ireland native, finished in
3rd place in the Big East Cross
Country Cham pionships at
Franklin Park, and looks forward
to her first Big East indoor season.
The Lady Friars look forward to
their first action indoors at the
Dartmouth Relays on January 10th
and 11th.

Tricia Logan

1987 INDOOR TRACK SCHEDULE
Women
Date

Opponent

Time

Saturday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday

Dartmouth
Dartmouth Relays
Northeastern & Springfield 8 Brown
Greater Boston Invitational 8 Harvard

10:00
10:00
12:00 PM
10:00 AM

Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday

Southern Conn Invitational
BIG EAST Championships 8 Syracuse
BIG EAST Championships 8 Syracuse
New England Championships 8 BU

11:00 AM
11:00
11:00 AM

Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday

E.C.A.C.
E.C.A.C.
N.C.A.A.
N.C.A.A.

11:00
1:00
11:00 »M
5:00 PM

Jan,
10

Feb.
8
20

Mar.
7
8
13
14

8
8
8
8

Yale
Yale
Oklahoma
Oklahoma

Asst. Coach Dick Hoppman
Entering his first year as assistant coach of the cross-country and
track teams at Providence College is Dick Hoppman. Hoppman, a
native of West Warwick, Rhode Island, is also a teacher o f biology
and human development at East Providence High School.
Hoppman received his bachelor’s degree in biology from Rhode
Island College in 1969, and went on to receive his MAT in biology
as well as a master’s degree in developmental psychology from Rhode
Island College, 1971 and 1975, respectively.
Although new to the Providence College Community, Hoppman
is a familiar face to the sport of running throughout Rhode Island.
An organizer and founder o f the Providence Track Club, Hoppman
ran in the compny of head coach Treacy and his brother, John. In
1981, Hoppman’s coaching debut took place at Cranston High West
where he re-established the boys track program as one o f the top teams
in its divsion in two short years.
From there, he was then appointed head coach of the boys cross
country and indoor-outdoor track teams at Our Lady o f Providence
Seminary. Once again his expertise in bringing young runners along
to their potential proved successful.
It is a matter of record that under Hoppman’s tenure, OLP pro
duced the most cross-country and track all-staters from any other
school in the Providence area-tw o recent prodigys o f Hoppman;s at
OLP was a Norhteast region honorable mention high school AllAmerican named Jessie McAlmon and was always one o f the top two
finishers in its schoolboy division and could continue to be witrh the
crop o f runners he left behind.
Hoppman is married to the former Simone Coutu. They have three
children, Jennifer 16, Lori 13, and Richard 11 and reside in West War
wick, Rhode Island.

P.C. SCHOOL RECORDS
EVENT

NAME

TIME

Year

100m

Crystal Jones

12.3

1986

200m

Jean Fiore

25.8

1981

400m

Jackie McKinney

58.5

1985

800m

Cheryl McGowan

2-16.9

1986

Cheryl Smith

2-16.9

1986

1500m

Patricia Logan

4-37.7

1986

3000m

Patricia Logan

9-33.6

1986

5000m

Patricia Logan

17-29.5

1986

10,000m

Julie McCrorie

36-28.2

1983

4 X 100m

Jackie McKinney, Sue Healey
Crystal Jones, Chris Soucy

50.5

1986

4 X 400m

Jackie McKinney, Sue Healey
Crystal Jones, Chris Soucy

4-01.9

1986

4 X 800m

Cheryl Smith, Cheryl McGowan
Wendy Breuer, Patricia Logan

9-22.8

1986

Long Jump

Crystal Jones

1 7 ’-6 3/4"

19SS

Triple Jump

Helen Lastovica

3 4 ’-3"

1986

High Jump

Liz Noble

5 ’5"

1985

23

24
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